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The Montessori Method and Its Origin
A Historical Perspective
Maria Montessori was the first woman to become a physician in Italy. At the turn of the century, this was an
amazing accomplishment. However, becoming a medical doctor was only the first step in her long,
successful career. She began her professional research with observations of mentally retarded children and
was greatly influenced by the work of Itard and Seguin. In 1901, she seemed to be at the high point of her
career, when actually, she was still preparing for an unknown future. She felt a need for further study and reenrolled at the University of Rome to study philosophy, psychology and anthropology. In 1906, at the age of
36, she was an educator, writer, lecturer and medical doctor. The stage was set. She started a school for
underprivileged children in the San Lorenzo district of Rome. Since funding allowed only office style
furnishings, she contracted a carpenter to make smaller, child-sized furniture and equipment of her own
design. She began this school with 60 unruly children under the age of six. As she worked, she observed
and modified, modified and observed. Within six months, her results were phenomenal. She began
attracting countrywide attention. These children displayed self-discipline, preferred learning materials to
toys, and worked with a profound concentration and joy. They had a love for order, respected their
environment, and enjoyed working in silence beside their friends. The children would carry on “business as
usual” with or with out the teacher’s presence.
Gradually, her work became known and practiced worldwide. She refused to patent her name or work
because she wanted to see this approach to life grow freely, and it has. Sometimes the name “Montessori”
has been used in schools where the method is not practiced. However, the books she wrote have greatly
influenced the early childhood programs of today. There was wisdom in her decision to allow the method to
evolve.
Maria Montessori was both a genius and a visionary. She believed that the child’s mind from birth to six
years is quite different from the adult’s and labeled it “an absorbent mind”. This child effortlessly soaks in
everything in his culture and environment. Modern scientists are, almost a century later, now finding
scientific data to support her discoveries. She saw a tremendous need for the child to have respectful and
intelligent help during the absorbent mind stage. She saw the child as constantly unfolding and developing
himself and saw the adults who were trying to teach him as obstacles to his process. Her life work could be
summed up as defining the nature of the child and the role of the adult in helping him, thus easing the tug-ofwar, which exists when two completely different natures meet:
…. The child loves concentration - the adult entertains or interrupts him. The teacher in this prepared
environment respects his concentration and allows him to complete it. This involves everything from
watching a bug on the windowsill to drops of water on a table.
…. The child loves repetition and the adult becomes bored with it. Montessori allows this freedom, with
respect, as the child perfects his movements.
…. The child loves order but the adult provides a toy box, which can afford nothing but disorder. (Try
keeping your kitchen organized within a toy box.) The prepared environment offers shelves with neatly
arranged activities in the same place.
…. The child thrives on the freedom to choose his activities but the adult prefers that everyone do the same
thing at the same time. The prepared environment offers the solution. “This is my work - yours is on the
shelf”. With this freedom to choose comes the responsibility to return it to the shelf correctly.
…. Children prefer work (learning) to play (toys) - adults don’t. A child’s work is his preparation for life;
hopefully when he matures he will enjoy his work for he has perfected what he likes to do best.
.…Children don’t need rewards - adults like to think they do. Accomplishment and creativity are reward
enough. A child is self-motivated at this stage and with the environment, will remain so as he grows.
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.…Children love silence - adults demand it. The Montessori environment creates an awareness of silence.
“Let me see if you can tip-toe away so quietly I can still hear the birds chirping”.
On and on, her discoveries go toward providing a practical way to a peaceful coexistence with children.
Maria Montessori developed materials for refining the senses. The materials help the child to discriminate
sound, color, size, shape, smell and touch. The materials in the classroom area, called “practical life”, deal
with using the child’s love of movement, concentration and repetition. The activities involve pouring,
sweeping, dressing, stacking, folding, wiping, polishing and washing that include care of the environment,
care of the self, and grace and courtesy. Conversational manners, table manners and courtesy to others are
all part of the activities in a Montessori classroom. Her math equipment is regarded by many as the most
complete available. Four-year olds can have a thorough understanding of the decimal system effortlessly.
The reading materials teach both phonetic and sight-reading skills at an age when the child absorbs
language easily. Many of the reading exercises are handmade and can be supplemented at home. There
are also geography, music, art, science and history materials. The method is adaptable to all subjects. All
Montessori exercises employ movement, manipulatives, free choice (within limits) and a point of completion.
They are usually self-correcting. The director (teacher) prepares the environment and is trained to know
when to intervene in the child’s self-learning. This knowledge comes through her practice of the art of
observation. The child is given what is termed as “liberty within limits”. We have spoken of the freedoms,
now here are the limits:
....He may freely choose to work with anything that he has been shown how to use.
.…He must use the materials properly and return them properly.
.…He may not infringe upon the rights of others.
Within this framework the child develops freely in individuality and self-confidence. The child is given the
opportunity to become independent and care for himself in a responsible way. He flowers and becomes an
inner-directed member of school and family. All of this will happen to the extent that the child is exposed to
these ideas. The more communication and cooperation between the family and directors, the more benefit
the child will receive from his Montessori experience.
Maria Montessori, a wonderfully gifted individual, revealed many of the mysteries, not only in childhood, but
also of human nature. Her books are read all over the world, in many languages. The significance of her
discoveries is yet to be fully understood, as much of her work is still being translated and compiled. She died
in 1952, in Holland, after preparing adults all over the world to implement her approach.
The Montessori approach to life, when practiced authentically has the potential to guide humanity towards
achieving world peace.
Written by Gale Keppler
Revised by Dr. Sheryl M. Sweet Miller

General Disclaimer for North Carolina Community College Regulations:
The Institute for Guided Studies offers its Programs in many locations. This catalog lists them all,
including those not yet authorized in the State of North Carolina. The Elementary I (6-9) and the Early
Childhood Programs are the only programs authorized in NC at this time.

The Institute for Guided Studies general office hours are 9:00-3:00 Monday through Friday.
We observe State and Federal holidays. Additionally, the office is closed for the last week in February, as
attendance at the MEPI conference is required. Finally, the office is closed the last two weeks in
December.
Programs of study follow individualized calendars which may be found on our website at www.igsmontessori.net/calendar. In general, a program runs for approximately thirteen months beginning June 1.
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An Introduction to the
Institute for Guided Studies
Changes in the educational world have created a great demand for competent, sensitive adults to
serve as guides for children. In addition, there is a worldwide need for peaceful, cooperative living.
In response to these changes, Dr. Sheryl M. Sweet Miller and Marianne Bivins founded the
Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) in 1992.
The mission of the Institute for Guided Studies is to provide Montessori programs and support
services to educators, school administrators, and parents, for the purpose of helping them transform
themselves, their families, classrooms and school communities – to better serve the children in their
care by promoting Montessori as a peaceful approach to life.
A major strength of the IGS is its mobility. IGS is active in local and global communities—a pioneer
in founding new Montessori schools and beginning new Montessori training programs in the private,
public and corporate sectors. IGS assisted in founding teacher education programs in Egypt and
Croatia. Dr. Sweet Miller, the founder, was instrumental in the starting over 50 schools, including
the first public Montessori program in South Carolina. She was involved in implementing
Montessori in eleven school districts in South Carolina and in the development of the Montessori
teacher education program at Lander University, Greenwood, South Carolina. Dr. Sweet Miller was
a founding member of the South Carolina Montessori Alliance Education (SCMA) and Montessori
Educational Programs International (MEPI).
Our program for Montessori Adolescent Guide (12-15), directed by Melody Mosby is held at the
independent branch campus operated by Montessori Teacher Institute (MTI) in Athens, GA. This
course catalog serves as MTI’s Course Catalog.
Mary Helen Cline, owner and CEO of IGS since 2008, has been involved in educating Montessori
teachers for almost 20 years. She serves on the Board of Directors as Education Director for MEPI
and was a founding member. She has served as Head of School of Montessori at Sandy Ford, in
Newton, NC since 1985, and has also been a teacher throughout her tenure at the school.
The Institute for Guided Studies, Ltd. operates under the laws of the State of South Carolina and is
licensed by the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education, 1122 Lady St., Suite 300,
Columbia, SC 29201, Telephone 803-737-2260, www.che.sc.gov. IGS is also authorized by the
Georgia Nonpublic Postsecondary Education Commission, 2082 East Exchange Place, Suite 220,
Tucker, Georgia
30084-5305, Telephone 770-414-3300, https://gnpec.georgia.gov/. Licensure
indicates only that minimum standards have been met; it is not an endorsement or guarantee of
quality. Licensure is not equivalent to or synonymous with accreditation by an accrediting agency
recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. IGS is certified as a Montessori teacher
preparation program by Montessori Educational Programs International (MEPI), PO Box 6,
Smithville, IN 47458, 812-824-6366, MontessoriEPI@gmail.com. MEPI is a member organization of
MACTE, which is recognized as an accrediting agency by the U.S. Department of Education.
The Institute for Guided Studies offers courses across the spectrum of Montessori training.
Infant-Toddler, Early Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary (Adolescent) programs in this catalog
are accredited by the Montessori Accreditation Council for Teacher Education (MACTE), 420 Park
Street, Charlottesville, VA 22902. Phone 1-434-202-7793. Additionally, we offer programs for
Administrators and Paraprofessionals.
Montessori teacher preparation programs may be offered on-site with a minimum of ten and a
maximum of 25 student teachers. Locations contracted by IGS for training meet the standards for
training and internship sites as required by MEPI and MACTE. Those regulations may be obtained
3

from the executive offices of IGS, MEPI or MACTE. Visit our website for more information about our
locations at www.igs-montessori.net/locations.
All services provided by the IGS staff and faculty demonstrate peaceful, fair practices without regard
to race, disability, religion, sex, age and national or ethnic origin.
Upon completion of all coursework and requirements, fulfillment of financial obligations to IGS, and
following an extensive oral and written evaluation process, graduates apply for certification from
Montessori Educational Programs International (MEPI). MEPI, founded in the fall of 1995, is a
nonprofit, humanitarian organization incorporated in the state of Georgia and Indiana. The
organization’s interests include fostering and encouraging the Montessori system of teaching
throughout the world. Additional information about MEPI may be acquired by contacting the office.
MEPI is an affiliate organization recognized by the Montessori Accreditation Council for Teacher
Education (MACTE). MACTE, created in 1991, is an autonomous international, nonprofit
accrediting agency for courses that prepare Montessori teachers. MACTE began operation in
January 1992 for these purposes:
•
•
•

to advocate high standards in preparation of the Montessori teacher and establish criteria of
program excellence;
to evaluate and accredit Montessori teacher education courses; and
to publish lists of those courses which conform to MACTE standards and policies.

Inquiries about MACTE should be addressed to the national office. Questions concerning course
offerings should be addressed to the following:
Institute for Guided Studies
12 A Montessori Way
Camden, SC 29020
Mary Helen Cline, Chief Executive Officer
M.E. (Beth) Langley, Executive Coordinator

igscamden@bellsouth.net
www.igs-montessori.net
803-425-6083 Voice
803-425-6073 Fax
IGS Values

The Montessori
Approach to Life

We strive to authentically represent the Montessori philosophy in our
professional and personal lives.

Individuality

We recognize that individuals and organizations develop at their own pace, in their
own way, and that all possess an infinite potential for growth, learning, and progress.

Spirituality

We believe in and nurture the goodness of the human spirit.

Integrity

We foster personal and professional relationships grounded in the principle of
inclusion and honest and ethical conduct.

Respect

We accept the differences of others.

Compassion

We care for those we serve.

Loyalty

We honor the trust of those we serve.

Cooperation

We help foster peace and understanding through harmony, open communication and
cooperative learning.

Accountability

We strive to practice our principles and uphold our agreements.

Commitments

We aspire to build long-standing relationships in support of individual and
organizational growth and excellence.
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Membership and Accrediting Agencies
The Institute for Guided Studies is a teacher education program certified by Montessori Education Programs
International (MEPI). MEPI is an active member with accredited programs in the Montessori Accreditation
Commission for Teacher Education (MACTE).



Montessori Educational Programs International (MEPI)



MEPI is a private, not-for-profit organization governed by a Board of Directors, which are elected by its
members. The Board of Directors formulates policy in accordance with corporate By-Laws to meet the
current and future needs of the organization and its members. In addition, MEPI seeks counsel from an
advisory committee, the Council of Elders. This committee, consisting of some of the original members of
MEPI, provides historical continuity and consistency with the founding principles.
MEPI teacher education programs are similar in content, yet diverse. The programs have included university
graduate programs, institutes offering a variety of courses of study, and individual teacher educators whose
primary focus is Montessori education. All MEPI teacher education programs meet the standards or
excellence adopted by MEPI.
For further information contact:
Mary Cusack, MEPI Executive Coordinator, PO Box 6, Smithville, IN 4745
Telephone: (812)-824-6366 Email: MontessoriEPI@gmail.com Website: www.mepiforum.org



Montessori Accreditation Council for Teacher Education (MACTE)



The Montessori Accreditation Council for Teacher Education or MACTE, is recognized by the United
States Department of Education (https://www.ed.gov/). It is the sole accrediting agency for Montessori
teacher preparation programs.
For further information contact:
Montessori Accreditation Council for Teacher Education, 420 Park Street, Charlottesville, VA 22902
Telephone: (434) 202-7793 Fax: (888) 525-8838
Email: rebecca@macte.org Website: www.MACTE.org





Other Educational Opportunities

Some IGS courses are pre-approved for professional development hours that are required for staff who work in Child
Care settings. Workshops provided by IGS outside of the structured programs for classroom guides may be approved
for continuing education hours.
IGS makes no claim or guarantee that credit earned will transfer to another institution. However, IGS assists students
seeking graduate and undergraduate credit hours for completed courses.



Sarasota University



IGS and Sarasota University (SU) have entered into an articulation agreement for IGS graduates to receive
credit towards a Masters of Arts Degree in Montessori Education or Montessori Leadership. The agreement
formalizes the partnership between IGS and SU to allow for up to nine credits to be applied towards a
Master’s degree when an IGS graduate enrolls in Sarasota University. This applies to all IGS graduates who
currently have bachelor’s degree and a Montessori Educational Programs International (MEPI) credential at
any level. The Masters programs at SU consist of online courses which allows for students to complete their
degrees with a distance learning strengths based program. More information about enrolling in the program
can be found at www.sarasotauniversity.org.
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Programs Offered
The Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) offers the following programs which are certified by
Montessori Educational Programs International (MEPI): A Program of Study for the Montessori
Infant & Toddler Guide (0-3), directed by Maria Varela and Sarah Forseth, A Program of Study for
the Montessori Early Childhood Guide (2 ½ – 6), directed by Karen Mangham, Teresa Noble, and A
Program of Study for the Montessori Elementary Guide (6-9, or 6-12), directed by Mary Helen Cline,
A Program of Study for the Montessori Adolescent Guide (12-15), directed by Melody Mosby at the
branch campus operated by Montessori Teacher Institute (MTI) in Athens, GA, and A Program of
Study for the Montessori School Administrator, directed by Dr. John Moncure. IGS programs
provide a carefully planned sequence of learning experiences and activities in authentic classroom
settings that culminate in an MEPI Montessori credential.

An Overview of the Programs
The overall objective of the programs is to guide adults, as they become dedicated Montessori
classroom directors and administrators. The courses within each program are designed to involve
students in activities that bring insight and understanding of the philosophy and method, the child,
the director, and the environment. Every child needs the help to life that Montessori so successfully
developed. Every director and administrator needs Montessori insights to make all learning more
fruitful and all human relationships more meaningful. The programs facilitate an understanding and
application of Maria Montessori's statement, "To stimulate life, leaving it free to develop...to
unfold...herein lies the first task of the educator."
These programs are designed to assure individual personal and professional development through
an encouraging relationship established between students and educational directors. The programs
balance the freedom to choose and pursue personal educational needs and interests with
requirements necessary to produce qualified Montessori professionals. Additionally, the programs
foster a basic respect for the self, others, and life in general. Currently, adult preparation sites are
located in South Carolina, Georgia, Michigan, North Carolina, and Utah. All IGS training and
internship sites comply with MEPI standards and requirements.
Through participation in any of the teacher preparation programs, the student will:
1. Develop an increased awareness of the self and an understanding of the needs of children.
2. Learn the philosophy and principles of child development formulated by Maria Montessori and
other leading experts.
3. Gain skill in the presentation and use of materials by Maria Montessori and understand the
criteria by which all self-teaching apparatus is evaluated.
4. Prepare teaching manuals appropriate for the level of study.
5. Demonstrate proficiency in all aspects of the Montessori approach to education and life.
The administrator program includes:
* A general overview of Montessori classroom approaches, the Montessori method and Montessori
philosophy
* Activities and projects specific to school administration
* A major research project.
The presentation of these programs is based on Montessori principles and applies the concepts of
individual differences and self-education to the adult learner. Each person, child or adult, has a
6

unique timetable that affects learning, motivations, needs, and aspirations. Everyone essentially
teaches himself or herself, for learning is primarily auto-education. Recognition that education is a
continuing, evolving phenomenon of life is basic to this training. The great educational philosophy
of Maria Montessori is both method and subject matter for these training programs. Careful
attention is directed to the preparation of progressive, visionary Montessorians who authentically
care and guide children.
Each area of study is approached and integrated from a philosophical and theoretical base, which
facilitates the knowledgeable application of child guidance.
The work includes the principles, rationale, and guidelines for care of children. A nine-month
practicum is supervised by certified Montessorians who are approved by the Program Director. The
internship provides the students an opportunity to apply and practice the integration of Montessori
philosophy, theory, and method with the principles of child guidance and classroom management.
On-site sessions led by the Program Directors, or other qualified instructors contracted by IGS, are
designed to support the written academic materials, which constitute the thrust of the programs.
The schedule of classroom sessions with specific assignments is prepared by the Program
Directors, in conjunction with other instructors. A brochure of IGS staff members is found on the
IGS website at www.igs-montessori.net/staff. Assigned instructors prepare their own lectures and
activities, guided by the Program Director. Approval of classroom presentations must be granted by
the Program Director prior to class sessions.
Instructors who provide the classes monitor the internships of the student participants. They work
closely with the students and their supervising classroom teachers to provide optimum learning
experiences for the students. Written student evaluations from the individual program directors and
the supervising teachers are routinely provided to IGS for review.
Following successful completion of the academic and internship requirements and recommendation
from the educational directors and supervising teachers, students present their teaching manuals
and ten original projects and undergo written and oral examinations. The Program Directors
recommend student interns for certification and submit their applications for certification to MEPI.
Applications are reviewed by the Education Committee and upon its recommendation, certification
is granted by the Board of Directors of the Montessori Education Program International (MEPI).
The classroom director programs include:
* A personal journal
* A core library
* A survey of modern educational theories and practice
* A history of the Montessori movement
* An understanding of the Montessori method and philosophy
* Observations of children and their environments
* Written and oral assignments
* Demonstrations of the didactic materials
* Preparation of guidelines for demonstrations and classroom management
* Creation of original projects and reports
* 270 classroom hours (495 for E I-II; 338 plus 125 hours of independent study for AD)
* 30 hours of related workshops and seminars and 600 (1000 for AD) internship hours.
Scope and Depth of IGS Programs
The above is only a list of general requirements found in programs offered by IGS. Student
Handbooks at each level provide detailed guides to complete the certified programs. Students
should expect to read and respond to various books, write college level essays and papers, and be
7

prepared to participate fully in class and practice outside of class time with Montessori materials.
IGS courses delve deeply into the transformation of the adult as guide, and in-depth work is
expected of students.
IGS also offers paraprofessionals, such as assistants, volunteers, and substitutes, the opportunity to
take Foundations of Montessori Philosophy and Educational Theory for the Early Childhood Guide
(201) as an introductory course. An IGS paraprofessional certificate is issued to participants after
successful completion. Financial and academic credit for this course will be given to those who
enroll in a full teacher preparation program.
IGS Internships
An internship at an MEPI certified school is designed to be a valuable learning experience for
prospective Montessori classroom directors. It includes participation in the plans, preparations,
execution and evaluations of the school program, as well as the classroom experiences. These
inclusions assist the intern in becoming a versatile, confident, self-motivated Montessori guide. At
the beginning of the internship, responsibilities are minimal, and are increased according to the
growing interests and proficiency of each individual intern. Although certain requirements must be
fulfilled, the program provides for unique growth and accomplishment by each individual intern.
Preferably, the academic portion of the training is completed before the internship is undertaken.
However, an internship may be served concurrently with the academic portion of the training
provided that the student teaching is preceded by sufficient and appropriate coursework to prepare
the student for a successful experience. For example, early childhood interns must have completed
201 and 202 prior to beginning their internship. It generally takes one to two years to complete both
the academic training and internship. In addition, the normal period of internship is a minimum of
three hours of daily classroom experience, beginning one week prior to the opening of school, and
ending the week after the close of school. With approval from the Program Director, the length of
time may be adjusted to accommodate individual needs and/or unique situations.
Self-examination and written classroom observations, accompanied by written records of progress,
are integral parts of the internship. Thirty hours of recorded observation time is generally required
before the assumption of classroom responsibilities. In addition, interns must spend a minimum of
fifteen minutes daily observing people and environments, and recording in a personal journal.
Interns are considered responsible, contributing members of the educational program. They must
possess and demonstrate the qualities desired by the internship school policies and guidelines as
set for assistant directors. Interns must: honor reasonable requests from the supervising directors
to work inside or outside the classroom; attend all staff meetings, parent/director functions, and
a minimum of three training seminars and workshops; and observe a minimum of five
parent/director conferences during the internship period.
A minimum of fifteen minutes is arranged by the interns and on-site supervising teachers each day
for the purpose of internship evaluation and planning. Frequent, informal conferences occur
between supervising teachers and interns. In addition, the supervising teachers complete a
minimum of four bi-monthly intern evaluation forms. Interns receive three visits from qualified field
supervisors, approved by the Program Director. IGS will pay the field supervisors for the labor costs
of the supervisions but interns are responsible for the miscellaneous costs associated with the
visits. These costs include, but are not limited to, travel, lodging and meals. If no on-site
supervising Director is available, interns must be supervised monthly. After the first three
supervisions interns are charged for the additional visits, including the field supervision fee and the
miscellaneous costs associated with the visits. Reports are prepared by the field supervisors. All of
these evaluations and reports are jointly reviewed by the interns and supervising teachers. The
evaluations are then shared with the program director. Ultimately, they are included in the
certification application.
8

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
A Program of Study for the Montessori Infant & Toddler Guide (0-3)
Schedules of two hundred seventy contact hours (plus 30 hours of course-related workshops or
conferences, 600 internship hours, and 125 hours of independent study) are arranged to meet the
needs of each group of students. The content may be presented one weekend a month for a period
of one year, or in blocks of more days spread out over the year, such as one week every other
month of course to six weeks during the summer. In accordance with MEPI guidelines, the selfdirected and self-paced written academic assignments and internship must be completed within
three years from the date of the first class session. Subject matter and approximate total
contact hours consist of the following:
201

45 hours

Foundations of Montessori Philosophy and Educational Theory for the Early Childhood
Guide *Note: This is a prerequisite course for all Programs.
An introduction to Montessori theory, philosophy and pedagogy. The course includes the history of
the Montessori movement, an overview of Montessori materials and curriculum areas, classroom
management, peace education, and cosmic curriculum. Transformation of the teacher, personal
and professional development, and parent and community involvement are emphasized. Instruction
includes the roles and responsibilities of adults and the art of observation in the Montessori
classroom.
102

45 hours

Montessori Methods I for the Infant & Toddler Guide
An in-depth look at prenatal and postnatal development of children from conception to age three, to
include physical, cognitive, neurological, social and emotional development, as well as the
development of language. Participants will look at Montessori theory, philosophy, and pedagogy as
well as historical perspectives of infant and toddler care. Also addressed will be personal and
professional development of the adult caregiver.

103

45 hours

Montessori Methods II for the Infant &Toddler Guide
A course of study that offers an in-depth look at the child in the family and community. Examined
will be diversity and cultural studies, community resources, as well as, state and federal regulations.
Particular emphasis will be placed on personal and professional development through positive and
respectful communication and cooperation with children, colleagues and parents.

9

104

45 hours

Montessori Methods III for the Infant &Toddler Guide
An extensive opportunity for observation of young children age birth to three in many varied
environments. Students will develop skills for development assessment and techniques for record
keeping as they, also, develop skills for assessing each environment and caregiver.

105

90 hours

Practical Applications of Montessori Philosophy and Methods
A course of study designed to assist student/interns (adult learners) in their process of becoming
accomplished Montessori classroom directors and is conducted during weekend seminars during
their internship year for optimum benefit. Students will explore and examine practical applications of
Montessori philosophy and theory in all aspects of classroom management and guiding of infant
and toddler development. Students will examine ethics in the infant and toddler environment.
Special emphasis will be the use of positive and respectful guiding of the infant and toddler, record
keeping and the importance of positive and effective parent communication and relationships.

106

725 hours

Independent Study and Internship for Infant & Toddler Candidates
A self-directed course of study in which the student/interns (adult learners) uses knowledge gained
in previous coursework, independent research, and observation to understand Infant and toddlers
how to work with them using the Montessori method. Students work in an approved MEPI
internship classroom for a minimum of 600 hours spread over a full school year cycle. This includes
the week prior to the beginning of school for classroom preparation and the week following the end
of school for classroom wrap-up. Students will perform all duties as assigned to the teachers in the
school. Students are provided with monthly contact and encouragement from their program director
and field supervisors.
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A Program of Study for the Montessori
Early Childhood Classroom Guide (2 ½-6)
Schedules of the two hundred seventy contact hours (plus 30 hours of course-related workshops or
conferences and 600 internship hours, and 125 hours of independent study) are arranged to meet
the needs of each group of students. The content may be presented one weekend a month for a
period of one year, or in blocks of more days spread out over the year, such as one week every
other month or four to six weeks during the summer. In accordance with MEPI guidelines, the selfdirected and self-paced written academic assignments and internship must be completed within
three years from the date of the first class session Subject matter and approximate total contact
hours consist of the following:
201

45 hours

Foundations of Montessori Philosophy and Educational Theory for the Early Childhood
Guide
An introduction to Montessori theory, philosophy and pedagogy. The course includes the history of
the Montessori movement, an overview of Montessori materials and curriculum areas, classroom
management, peace education, and cosmic curriculum. Transformation of the teacher, personal
and professional development, and parent and community involvement are emphasized. Instruction
includes the roles and responsibilities of adults and the art of observation in the Montessori
classroom.
202

45 hours

Montessori Methods I for the Early Childhood Guide
A course of study focusing on Montessori’s method of practical life and sensorial curriculum
including primary tenets of her philosophy. The course will examine Dr. Montessori’s place in
educational history as she relates to previous theorists and the impact of her method on subsequent
theorists and educators up to the present.
203

45 hours

Montessori Methods II for the Early Childhood Guide
A course of study focusing on Montessori’s language and literacy methods, cultural
and physical geography, and classroom management.

204

45 hours

Montessori Methods III for the Early Childhood Guide
A course of study focusing on Montessori’s mathematics methods, science, art, music, and
movement, classroom management, beginning the school year, record keeping, and planning in the
early childhood environment.
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205

90 hours

Practical Applications of Montessori Philosophy and Methods
A course of ninety clock hours of instructor contact is designed to assist student/interns (adult
learners) in their process of becoming accomplished Montessori classroom directors and is
conducted during weekend seminars during their internship year for optimum benefit. The internship
is described in 206 Independent Study and Internship. Students will explore and examine practical
applications of Montessori philosophy and theory in all aspects of classroom management and
guiding of children’s development. Students will examine ethics in early childhood education.
Special emphasis will be given to adapting presentations, methods and management, including
adaptations for special needs students. Class sessions will cover the importance of positive and
effective parent communication and relationships.
206
Independent Study and Internship for Early Childhood Candidates

725 hours

A self-directed course of study in which the student/interns (adult learner) uses knowledge gained in
previous coursework, independent research, and observation to understand pre-school children and
how to work with them using the Montessori method. Students work in an approved MEPI
internship classroom for a minimum of 600 hours spread over a full school year cycle. This includes
the week prior to the beginning of school for classroom preparation and the week following the end
of school for classroom wrap-up. Students will perform all duties as assigned to the teachers in the
school. Students are provided with monthly contact and encouragement from their program director
and field supervisors.

Preparatory Courses for Elementary Teacher Candidates
who do not hold a Montessori Early Childhood Credential
SUBJECTS AND APPROXIMATE TRAINING HOURS

It is essential for Elementary Guides to have a working understanding of Philosophy, Theory, and
Methodology at the Early Childhood level to be well prepared and successful at the Elementary level. Ideally
Elementary Candidates hold recognized Montessori Early Childhood credentials. In situations other than the
ideal Elementary candidates have as prerequisites the following two courses. The content may be presented
in the best time frame possible to prepare the students to enter the Elementary I teacher preparation
program. The self-directed and self-paced written academic assignments must be completed prior to entry
into the Elementary I teacher preparation program. Subject matter and approximate total contact hours
consist of the following:
201

Foundations of Montessori Philosophy and Educational Theory
for the Early Childhood Guide

45 hours

See description on page 11
207

Early Childhood Methods Overview
45 hours
A course designed to offer an over view of the early childhood program focusing on the major tenants
of Montessori Philosophy pertaining to early childhood with a demonstration of selected practical life,
sensorial, math, and language lessons. Included is an overview of the early childhood cultural
subjects.
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A Program of Study for the Montessori Elementary Guide (6-9 or 6-12)
A Course of Study for the Montessori Elementary Guide written by Beti Wyn Holcombe and directed by Beti
Wyn Holcombe and Nancy Lindeman, is offered by IGS. Schedules of two hundred seventy (6-9) or four
hundred ninety-five hours (6-12) (plus 30 hours of course related workshops or conferences and 600-1200
internship hours) are arranged to meet the needs of each group of students. In accordance with MEPI
guidelines, the self-directed and self-paced written academic assignments and internship must be completed
within three years from the date of the first class session. Peace Education is included in every course.
Subject matter and classroom contact hours consists of:

301

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications I
The course provides a historical context for the Montessori method. It stresses the principles of
Montessori philosophy that were initiated by Maria Montessori. These principles are applied to the
Montessori educational environment, the epistemology of the learning method, and the cognitive
skills required to benefit from the Montessori Method.
302

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications II
The course promotes the understanding of the child on the elementary level. It stresses the
importance of recognizing the hierarchical nature of knowledge acquisition, and the need for
repetition. It makes apparent the responsibilities of the Montessori guide toward the child, the
curriculum, and the environment. Montessori materials related to mathematics, language and
history are presented and explained in a logical order, with emphasis on the hierarchical concepts
they represent.
303

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications III
The course enables guides and parents to gain a mutual respect while they share the value of
teaching, and the importance of understanding children and their stages of development.
Montessori materials are used to demonstrate mathematical concepts in a hierarchical order.
Observations are the best tools for gaining detailed knowledge of the workings of a Montessori
classroom. Students are encouraged to gain the best reading and writing practices. Geography
teaches about the science and culture of our global environment.
304

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications IV
Peace activities and their intended meaning are devised to bring peace to the world, one person at
a time. The course teaches methods of setting up and maintaining the prepared environment.
Record keeping is vital to maintain knowledge of each child's progress. Math and language studies
continue with logical progression. Zoology enables the student to become familiar with the
evolutionary nature of the animal kingdom, and details of many phyla. Interns are prepared for the
beginning of their internship in a Montessori classroom.
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305

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications V
The course teaches the need to serve all learning styles. Communicating the whole philosophy of
the Montessori Method to the community at large is an essential skill. Peace Education lessons can
support moral development. The course curriculum is vast but needs to be understood as an
integrated whole. The physiology course studies enhance the children's self-concepts. The
mathematics continues with logical progression. Practical life activities naturally lead into and
support the experimentation aspects of physical science. The Arts present all aspects of creative
expressions. The students will be involved in seminars on recent educational data, and the use of
technology in the classroom.

306

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications VI
The course emphasizes final preparations for the curriculum, the environment, and the work that the
student will be expected to do during the internship phase. Mathematics and language curricula will
reach closure, still focusing on the logical progression of the material. Graphic mapping of all the
areas of study will further define a way to integrate the science and cultural studies. Students will
share their original projects. The instructor will be on hand for any review sessions that are needed
with the Montessori materials or concepts.

401

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications VII
This course stresses the principles of Montessori philosophy that were initiated by Maria
Montessori. These principles are applied to the work and lives of adults and children in the
Montessori community. The curriculum studies follow the epistemological principles of concept
formation, and stress cognitive skills required to benefit from the Montessori method of education.

402

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications VIII
The course stresses the need for the student to understand the principles of the Montessori method
as it applies to all children. The student needs to transform from the historical concept of the
teacher to a Montessori guide in order to practice authentic Montessori education. The course
teaches the principles underlying the use of the Montessori materials as they relate to language
arts, mathematics, geometry and zoology for students ages 9 – 12.
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403

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications IX
The course continues with seminars on Montessori philosophy, and the ways it is applied in the
classroom. The course includes a study of Language Arts and the Cultural areas of Geography and
History. The students learn the content of the curriculum and the rationale for presenting this
material to the upper elementary students, in a logical and hierarchical manner..

404

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications X
The course includes a study of Mathematics, Language Arts, The Arts and Geography. The
students learn the content of the curriculum and the rationale for presenting this material to the
upper elementary students. Internship issues will be discussed. Students will focus on the
integration and presentation of the Montessori curriculum and materials.

405

45 hours

The Montessori Philosophy and its Practical Applications XI
The course includes a study of Mathematics, Language Arts, The Arts and Geography. The
students learn the content of the curriculum and the rationale for presenting this material to the
upper elementary students. Internship issues will be discussed. Students will focus on the
integration and presentation of the Montessori curriculum and materials.
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A Program of Study for the Montessori Adolescent Guide (12-15)
This program provides participants with an interactive, experimental knowledge of all aspects of the
Montessori Adolescent program. The course involves three summer sessions that include
classroom lectures, demonstration, participant involvement, observations, and independent study.
An intern practicum for one calendar school year is required and an examination process upon
completion of the intern year. The course consists of 338 instructor contact hours, 125 hours of
independent study relating to a service project and an internship of 1000 hours. Additionally, interns
are encouraged to participate in 30 hours of course-related workshops or conferences.
The first session lays the groundwork for developing an understanding of the principles and
philosophy of Montessori education that guide the practice. A history and overview of Montessori
philosophy based on the 4 planes of development is presented as an orientation. The
characteristics and needs of the adolescent outlined by Dr. Montessori is merged with current
adolescent theory. The plan of work and study based on Dr. Montessori's framework for the
Erdkinder concept is introduced along with best practices emerging from Montessori adolescent
programming in both urban and land based models.
The second session revisits the philosophy and operating principles of a Montessori adolescent
program, extends the program of work and study, and prepares teachers for the intern year. A
retreat experience is offered during the second session
During the intern year, teachers will implement the program of work and study, and the various
frameworks for meeting the needs of the adolescent in a Montessori learning environment. They
will also become involved with an independent study service project. Teachers return to the training
center for a third session to present their intern portfolios and to participate in an oral and written
exam.

501

10 hours

History & Overview of Montessori Education
This course is designed to provide the teacher with the history of Dr. Montessori’s life and work. An
overview of Montessori philosophy and the guiding principles beginning with the four planes of
development, the prepared environment, characteristics and needs of each plane, the role of the
teacher, and a comparison of the first and third plane is presented as an orientation to Montessori
education.

502

20 hours

Overview of the Second Plane of Development & Cosmic Education
This course is presented to give an understanding of the developmental needs and characteristics
of the earlier plane of development and the cosmic curriculum that defines the work of that age. In
this way, the adolescent practitioner can understand Montessori adolescent education as a
continuation of the first and second plane, with the adolescent experience specific to its age.
Included is an observation of a 6-9 and 9-12 classroom.
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503

15 hours

Characteristics & Needs of the Adolescent
This course familiarizes the teacher with physical, mental, psychosocial and spiritual needs and
characteristics of the adolescent that prescribe the program of work and study and learning
environment. Characteristics and needs as outlined by Dr. Montessori are merged with current
adolescent theory.

504

15 hours

A History of Adolescence & the Developmental Implications for Secondary Education in
America
This course provides a history of adolescence in America from pre-industrial to contemporary times,
and the emerging secondary educational experience that spans this period in history. A
comprehensive study of the developmental needs of the adolescent and the implications for optimal
learning environments is presented.
505

90 hours

Community as Central to the Montessori Adolescent Learning Environment
This course provides the adolescent practitioner with an understanding of the significance
community building plays in the learning environment. Teachers will engage in trust-building team
initiatives, planning and implementing a 3 day, 2 night off-campus retreat adventure which includes
a day hike, a solo experience, and the reality of interdependence practiced on a daily basis.

506

120 hours

The Plan of Work and Study: Key Experiences – Key Lessons
With Dr. Montessori’s outline for the plan of work and study as our guide, and the frameworks that
have grown out of the best practiced programming in the various Montessori models at the
adolescent level, students are presented an interdisciplinary approach to the various studies of
language arts, mathematics, science, history, health, practical life, fine arts, physical education, as
well as methods and resource materials. Students will be guided to develop frameworks that
integrate the various subject areas, and review the interdisciplinary approach in order to implement
and work with a plan that is relevant to their individual student population and learning environment
during the intern phase
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507

48 hours

The Prepared Environment for the Adolescent: Design, Organization, and Frameworks for
Community Involvement.
This course presents and integrates Dr. Montessori’s vision for the adolescent, the Erdkinder
concept, with all Montessori environments at the adolescent level from urban to land-base. Students
will observe Montessori adolescent environments for reference. They will review the various
elements of curriculum design, daily organization, business enterprises, techniques,
apprenticeships, service projects, adventure curriculum, the odyssey, and parent involvement.
Students will design a model for use in their adolescent environment and develop a student and
parent guidebook.

508

20 hours

The Role of the Montessori Adolescent Guide
Dr. Montessori asks the adult to take into their personal development certain guiding principles if
they plan to serve the development of the human personality. She speaks of a transformational
process that the adult guide must be willing to go through. This course provides the adolescent
practitioner with an understanding of the intrapersonal and interpersonal issues of the adolescent,
and how to communicate and counsel their needs in the area. Students will also acquire some
skills in yoga, deep relaxation, personal journaling, and sensitivity exercises.

509

125 hours

Independent Study
The students will identify a service project for their adolescent classes with an environmental focus,
intergenerational focus, or humanitarian focus. The student will plan and implement the project
during the intern year, and present the project outcome during the second summer.
510

1000 hours

Practicum (Internship)
This experience involves a nine month teaching internship in a Montessori adolescent environment
under the supervision of a master teacher or field consultant.
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A Program of Study for the Montessori School Administrator

A Program of Study for the Montessori School Administrator provides a comprehensive,
individualized preparation for the administration primarily of a private Montessori program or school.
This program includes studies and practical applications of Montessori principles, leadership,
management, and ethics, between the instructor and student, using a mentorship model. The
course typically lasts eighteen months to two years, and addresses issues of leadership and
management as they occur to the student. After an initial visit by the course director, the bulk of the
course can be taken via videoconference and email. To apply for this course please send a letter of
application, curriculum vitae and statement of educational philosophy.

701
20 hours
Overview and Course Planning
During this introductory period the instructor and student establish personal rapport, identify the
student’s specific needs and environmental factors, determine appropriate goals and a course of
action to include time line, and detail modes of communication.

702
100 hours
Leadership and Professional Growth
An introduction to visionary and practical leadership and strategic planning in Montessori schools.
This course includes Board operations, strategic planning, and professional leadership skills.

703
200 hours
General School Management
A study and practical application of procedures and processes, including creating and organizing
policies and procedures, addressing government agencies, and creating measures of organizational
success. This course will cover both theoretical and practical aspects of the budgeting process.

704
50 hours
Human Resources
A study and practical application of all aspects of human resources, including organizing a school
staff and hiring, evaluating, disciplining, and developing staff members. While superficially a
management course, this aspect is integral to leadership studies as well.

705
100 hours
Marketing
This course prepares the Montessori head of school to identify internal and external markets, to
develop materials to communicate effectively with a public unschooled in Montessori language or
theory, and to focus marketing financial resources to maximize enrollment.
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706
30 hours
Curriculum
This course allows the student to explore curriculum development in a creative way, to push the
edges of the possible in a Montessori school. Possible topics include the use of standardized
testing, implementation of foreign language, extra-curricular, after school, peace curricula,
community service, art, or music programs. The intent is to help the administrator think creatively,
but with sensitivity to the inviolate principles of authentic practice.

707
250 hours
Thesis
This course serves as a vehicle for the student of Montessori administration to demonstrate the
ability to work independently, to produce original thought and research, and to contribute to the sum
of knowledge on Montessori education.

Recognition of Montessori Credentials by South Carolina Department of Education

South Carolina has recently begun recognizing Montessori Credentials from MACTE
accredited programs as an additional specialty that may be added to a teaching credential.
Additionally, the State allows the Montessori Credential plus a college degree to qualify a
person to teach at the level of the credential. Many states have not yet recognized the
credentials.
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Admissions and Enrollment
Requirements for Admission:
❖ Minimum age of 18.
❖ The ability and desire to work effectively with children.
❖ A high school diploma, or equivalent, although a college degree is preferred.
❖ Elementary, adolescent, and administrative program candidates must hold a four-year
college degree to obtain a lead teacher credential.
❖ Adolescent program applicants must have secondary teaching credentials or 24 college
credit hours in a field of study.
❖ A resume including a cover letter and brief personal sketch.
❖ References (personal and professional—see applications).
❖ A health statement from a physician.
❖ A personal interview.
❖ Demonstration of correct usage of Standard English through a written philosophy of
education and the personal interview.
❖ An understanding of, agreement with, and adherence to the IGS Code of Ethics.
❖ Documentation of any previous Montessori experience or training. (Credit may be given for
previous Montessori experience or training following thorough verification of documentation).
Enrollment procedure:
Request an enrollment packet (includes instructions, forms, enrollment contract, and the code of
ethics). Applications must be submitted on the forms provided by IGS.
Complete the forms, provide all requested paperwork, including high school or college transcripts,
etc. and send them to IGS along with a refundable (as described on p. 23) application fee of
$100.00. If applicable, include a letter describing previous Montessori experience, training, teaching
albums and request an in-depth interview with the program director to determine if transfer credit or
previous Montessori training will be allowed.
Admissions:
Following receipt of certificates, diplomas, transcripts, credentials, copies of all recommendations,
medical statements and the fees as mentioned above, applications will be processed and interviews
with IGS personnel conducted. Applicants will be notified by e-mail or mail of the decision made.
IGS provides all enrollment documents to the Program Directors, who have the final decision.
An orientation interview (in-person, phone, or using a communication application) for accepted
students is arranged to ensure they are familiar with IGS’s personnel, policies and procedures and
understand the requirements of enrollment.
Enrollment in a course of study includes a one-year membership in MEPI for all students. After the
first year students are responsible for maintaining current MEPI membership until certified.
IGS strongly recommends that students/interns maintain an active membership with MEPI after they
have received certification as a means of further professional growth, active networking, and to
support their certifying organization’s mission statement.
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CODE OF ETHICS
The Institute for Guided Studies is committed to excellence in business and educational practices
and services. Such a commitment requires all Institute affiliates and students to act in good faith at
all times. The following statements reiterate our attention to the highest standards possible.
I WILL FOLLOW THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF HONESTY AND INTEGRITY.
I WILL SUPPORT THE LEADERSHIP OF MY TRAINING PROGRAM.
I WILL REPRESENT THE INSTITUTE FOR GUIDED STUDIES AND THE GENERAL
MONTESSORI COMMUNITY IN EXEMPLARY FASHION.
I WILL REPRESENT THE PROGRAMS WITH WHICH I AM INVOLVED CLEARLY AND
ACCURATELY AND PUT FORTH THE LEVEL OF EFFORT REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS.
I WILL REFRAIN FROM MAKING NEGATIVE OR DISPARAGING REMARKS ABOUT OTHER
PEOPLE AND/OR PROGRAMS.
I WILL CONSISTENTLY PUT FORTH MY BEST EFFORT TO PROMOTE AUTHENTIC
MONTESSORI PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATION IN ALL ASPECTS OF MY LIFE.
I WILL STRIVE TO ENSURE SATISFACTION WITH MY DIRECT AND/OR INDIRECT SERVICE
TO CHILDREN.
I WILL UTILIZE PROPER AVENUES AND CHANNELS OF AUTHORITY.
I WILL DISCUSS CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION ONLY WITH AUTHORIZED PERSONS.
I WILL DEMONSTRATE RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP AS I PREPARE AND/OR IMPROVE
MYSELF.
I WILL ABIDE BY ALL RULES, REGULATIONS, LAWS AND ORDINANCES THAT ARE
APPLICABLE TO THE OPERATION OF IGS IN THE SERVICE TO CHILDREN.
I WILL RESPECT THE PRIVACY OF OTHERS.
I WILL PRACTICE PATIENCE, COURAGE, PERSEVERANCE AND PEACEFULNESS.
I WILL DEMONSTRATE RESPECT FOR MYSELF, OTHERS AND ENVIRONMENTS.
I WILL ACTIVELY PRACTICE APPROPRIATE PROBLEM-SOLVING TECHNIQUES.
I WILL PROMOTE PERSONAL AND PLANETARY PEACE AND LIVE AS THOUGH IT IS
ALREADY PRESENT.
PRINT NAME:___________________________________________________
SIGNED:______________________________________DATE ___________________
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Cancellation and Refund Policies
The Institute for Guided Studies adheres to the following policies governing cancellations and refunds as mandated by
its state regulating agencies. The following wording was required by these agencies.
1.

If the applicant is not accepted by IGS, full refund (including application fee) is issued and all contractual
agreements are canceled. The applicant may cancel the enrollment agreement without penalty by notifying IGS
within 3 business days after signing this agreement. After the third day, but before classes begin, IGS may retain
the application fee. After classes begin, for the first 60 percent of the course, IGS may retain the application fee plus
a pro-rata tuition charge based on the last date attended, rounded downward to the nearest 10 percent of that
period. Thereafter, IGS may charge for the entire course. IGS will make refunds within 40 days after the effective
date of cancellation or the last date attended.

Based on 270 hours:
Hours attended
1-27
28-54
55-81
82-108
109-135
136-162

% of Program
10
20
30
40
50
60

% of Tuition Refunded
90% of tuition
80% of tuition
70% of tuition
60% of tuition
50% of tuition
40% of tuition

Note for North Carolina Students:
NC students are refunded 75% of
tuition if withdrawn within the
first 25% of the program.

2. The official date of termination for a student enrolled in IGS shall be the last date of recorded attendance when the
withdrawal occurs in any of the following manners:
a. When IGS receives written notice of the student’s intention to discontinue training
b. When the student is terminated for a violation of a published IGS policy, which provides for termination.
c. When a student, without notice to the institution, attends classes less than 80% of the time, or
d. When a student, without notice to the institution, allows the academic file to become inactive for longer than a
three month period
3. If termination occurs, the student intern is financially obligated to IGS according to the following provisions:
the student is obligated for any fees due to IGS according to the financial agreement prior to termination, and
occurs prior to less than 20% of course completion. Refunds, when due, are processed within 40 days.
4. IGS reserves the right to cancel any course due to insufficient enrollment (fewer than ten) or other just causes.
Students are notified by e-mail if their start date is rescheduled. If programs are postponed more than twice,
students are entitled to a full refund. If IGS discontinues any program of instruction after training has begun,
students enrolled are entitled to a full refund within 40 days.

ADDITIONAL POLICY FOR GEORGIA STUDENTS ONLY
1.

Deposits or down payments are credited as tuition payments unless clearly identified on receipt by the institution as
application or other fees.

2.

If a student withdraws from the IGS for any reason, the student is not liable for any unpaid portion of the
application fee. Paid application fee is refundable only as noted above in the case of non-acceptance or
by cancelling the enrollment agreement within 3 days of signing tuition contract and enrollment agreement.

3.

IGS will assess no administrative and/or withdrawal fee of a student who withdraws from the institution.

4.

Georgia student tuition refunds are determined based on the proration of tuition and percentage of program
completed at withdrawal, up until 50% of the program. For a student completing more than 50% of instructional
time, no refund is due.

5. Students have three years to complete their programs of study. Students with unusual circumstances, prolonged
injury or illness may request an extension in order to complete. The standard refund policy will apply if a student
dies or chooses to withdraw rather than request an extension to complete.
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Attendance, Dismissals, Extensions, and Re-enrollment
Attendance Policy:
1.

Students are expected to attend and document all training/practice sessions including 30
hours of related workshops and seminars.

2.

In emergency situations, facilitators must be contacted prior to the beginning of class if an
absence is to occur.

3.

Absences are recorded by the Instructors, and must be excused by the Program Director.
Overall, minimum attendance must be no less than 90%.

4.

Excused absences may be made up by the student completing all work and/or assignments
missed within two weeks of the absence. Should demonstrations be missed, the student
must arrange for a certified Montessori instructor to demonstrate the materials missed, at the
student's financial expense. It is possible that the Program Director will grant permission to a
fellow student to demonstrate the use of the equipment to the student who was absent.
When demonstrations are given by any person other than the class director, that person
must list those demonstrations given and sign and date the list. This list is given to the
Program Director.

5.

Unexcused absences must be made up during another year's program cycle.

6.

If more than two absences occur within a course, repetition of the entire course may be
required.

7.

Students who miss area competencies (drawing from the basket) must make up the drawing
at the next year's class session for that area.

8.

Only the Program Director may give permission for any special circumstances concerning the
Attendance Policy.

Dismissal Policy:
IGS is committed to excellence in business and educational practices and services. Such a
commitment requires all Institute affiliates and students to act in good faith at all times. One record
and example of this commitment is the IGS Code of Ethics, signed by all affiliates and students.
Other examples that give evidence to excellence in business and educational practices and
services are the IGS Student Rights and Program Responsibilities and the Program Rights and
Student Responsibilities. Failure to uphold these standards could result in dismissal of students,
faculty, and/or other staff members. Dismissal under these terms could prohibit re-entry into the
program. Dismissal of a student/intern or supervising teacher by the internship school could also
result in dismissal from the IGS training program. Each case is carefully reviewed and weighed on
an individual basis by the IGS Program Director and/or other IGS personnel.
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Process for Releasing Interns
1.

Serious confrontations or violations with interns must be:
a. recorded in writing and dated.
b. dated no later than the day after the events have occurred.
c. based on verifiable specific acts.

2.

A copy of the written record (counseling report) is provided to the intern, supervising director,
school director and the Program Director.

3.

The intern’s written response must include intent to correct the difficulties. The response must
be given to the above- mentioned individuals within one week of the occurrence.

4.

Re-evaluation will transpire within one month of the infraction. The information will be shared
with the same fore-mentioned parties.

5.

If the intern fails to carry through with the above process and/or if infractions are not corrected
satisfactorily, the Program Director will be notified and the intern will be terminated.

6.

A second confrontation/violation will result in a probationary period.

Extensions and Re-entry
Under the guidelines of MEPI and IGS, students must complete all requirements, including the
internship, academic coursework, and final written and oral evaluations, within a three-year period
from the beginning of the first class. Students with unusual circumstances may request an
extension. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an intern he or she must pay
a one time extension fee of $450 that will renew an intern’s student status through IGS, MACTE,
and MEPI. Interns must also maintain individual membership with MEPI throughout the period as
an intern. Students submit a letter requesting an extension to IGS along with the extension fee of
$450. It is at the sole discretion of the Program Director to accept the request. Extensions are not
guaranteed, and if not awarded the $450 fee is returned. When awarded, IGS will forward the
request to MEPI along with an approval from the Program Director and relist the student with MEPI
and MACTE.
Students who do not complete the program within five years, must re-enroll to continue. These
students are required to complete a new application, pay the application fee (refundable as
described p.23), and pay current tuition fees at the auditing (half-price) rate. Students will be
required to attend all training courses and seminars along with the current cohort group, and
complete assignments, tasks, and other requirements at the time of the new application.
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Student Rights & Program Responsibilities
In order to preserve and protect the rights of students, the program makes a commitment to the
following responsibilities.
In the area of academic programming:
1. To emphasize quality.
2. To award credit where and only where it is due.
3. To maintain clear written policies for accepting credit from other institutions.
4. To disclose accurate information about the acceptability of credit for the course to other
institutions.
5. To ensure fair and reasonable academic evaluation, with grades and evaluations that are
meaningful, timely and based on quality of student performance; to maintain transcripts or
records of grades properly; to guarantee confidentiality and student access to records.
6. To inform students regularly of their academic progress and award certifications after all stated
requirements are satisfied.
7. To provide adequate facilities and services to support academic goals.
8. To offer quality instruction through instructors who have appropriate training and expertise, are
up to date in their fields, meet scheduled classes, come to class prepared and are available to
students outside of class.
9. To describe course requirements in clear, specific and accurate terms, in written form, to
ensure that requirements are educationally meaningful.
10. To notify students of unusual features of the course that cannot be readily anticipated (such as
a summer phase with intensive format).
11. To forgo unconditional changes in requirements for students who have already enrolled in the
course.
12. To offer course work that is comparable to its catalog description.
13. To embrace the principle of academic honesty.
14. To publish causes for dismissal in clear and specific form; to dismiss a student only for
appropriate cause, and after due process.
In the Area of Advertising:
15. To publish advertising that is accurate and reliable, up to date and understandable.
In the Area of Finances:
16. To inform students of the full costs of education.
17. To inform potential students with regard to financial assistance. IGS does not provide financial
aid.
18. To employ fair and accurate, published refund policies.
19. To charge fair and reasonable fees for infractions such as breaking equipment or non-return of
library books.
20. To make reasonable tuition increases and provide notice of raises.
21. To keep records of fees paid by each student.
22. To inform students about financial instability in the event such a condition should exist.
In the Area of Admission:
23. To make available written policies on admission.
24. To give prospective students as complete and accurate a picture of the course as possible.
25. To maintain clear and specific policies on job placement services.
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Program Rights & Student Responsibilities
The Institute for Guided Studies maintains its rights as an institution of postsecondary education
and expects the student to be responsible for the following:
In the Academic Programming:
1. To enroll only out of a strong desire to learn.
2. To be informed by reading the information disseminated by the course.
3. To take an active part in the planning and execution of the course of study within the context of
stated requirements and existing institutional resources.
4. To continually personally monitor academic progress.
5. To attend class and participate in other learning activities, come prepared and complete
assignments on time.
6. To embrace the principle of academic honesty.
7. To respect the freedom of the staff to inquire, publish and teach.
8. To respect the facilities and property of the course, including buildings.
In the Area of Finances:
9. To be informed about the full cost, refund policies and financial stability of the program, by
reading published statements on fees and policies, and by consulting the administration when
necessary.
10. To read and fully comprehend contracts before signing them, and to keep a copy of all
contracts and receipts.
11. To report tuition costs completely and accurately.
12. To satisfy financial obligations to the program in a timely fashion.
In the Area of Admissions:
13. To be knowledgeable about other available courses/programs so that enrollment is based on
an informed decision. Published information should be read; students, former students and
staff should be contacted and questioned about the level of satisfaction in their relationship to
the course, ethics and general quality. When at all in doubt, contact the state department of
education about potential problems.
14. To complete the application process promptly by submitting requested material and fulfilling
pre-training requirements.
In the Area of Communications:
15. Students and Interns must provide updated information to the IGS office when changes occur
to their contact information including email addresses, phone numbers, and mailing addresses.
16. Students and interns should check the email given to IGS, the program director, instructors,
and field supervisors on a regular basis.
17. Interns should provide field supervisors with a school calendar and a daily schedule. Changes
in calendar and schedule should be communicated in a timely manner. Please communicate
field trip dates, parent conference dates, etc.
18. It is the responsibility of the intern to notify school administration and office staff when a visit by
a field supervisor is scheduled.
19. Field Supervisors attempt to visit on days convenient to the school community and preferred
by the adult learner. Visits are planned based on information provided to the field consultant
by the intern.
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Standards for Student Progress
The Institute for Guided Studies Program Directors develop and maintain an individualized,
professional relationship with each of their students. Both verbal and written communication is part
of the mentoring process. Program Directors expect their students to increase their self-evaluative
skills and therefore provide guidance as the students move through their course assignments and
later as they serve the children as interning classroom guides.
Students receive a brief written response from their Program Directors upon submission of written
work. Both IGS and students are responsible for maintaining the academic checklists. As students
complete all the requirements for a course, credit for that particular course is entered into the
student’s official transcript.
In addition, IGS uses a standard collegiate grading system to expedite the process for students who
seek credit from or enrollment in a college or university. Students must score a B (Good) or higher
in order to receive credit for completed work from the Program Directors. Syllabi contain rubrics
that detail achievement goals for individual courses.
IGS maintains its high standards of excellence through its Code of Ethics as well as through the
stated Student Rights and Program Responsibilities and Program Rights and Student
Responsibilities. Procedures are in place under Dismissal and Re-entry to deal with those who
breach the trust placed in them by IGS and the Program Directors.
All student records, including progress records (Academic Checklists) and transcripts are held in
confidence in fire proof file cabinets in the IGS office. Complete student records remain on file for a
period of five years. Financial records are held for seven. Transcript files remain indefinitely.
Transcript files would be forwarded to the national MEPI office should IGS ever cease to operate.
Grievance and Problem Solving Procedures
If a grievance exists against another IGS member, every effort should be made to solve the problem between
the two parties. If resolution cannot be reached, the following steps should be followed.
Program Directors will assist other faculty in resolving grievances between students and/or faculty, or if
necessary, Mary Helen Cline, IGS CEO will assist. IGS students and personnel should provide a written
copy of the grievance to the IGS business office at 12 A Montessori Way, Camden, SC 29020. Other
parties relevant to the issue will be provided a copy of the grievance and given an opportunity for rebuttal.
Rebuttals will be given to relevant parties. All effort will be made to resolve issues between members.
Resolution of grievances at the level of least involvement by others is preferable; however, if resolution is not
obtained within IGS boundaries, MEPI members may seek guidance and resolution through the steps below.
MEPI members should provide a written copy of the grievance to the MEPI Business Office at PO Box 6
Smithville, IN 47458. In addition all pertinent facts should be presented to the President of the MEPI Board of
Directors and any party involved in the dispute. The opposing parties should, in turn, present a rebuttal to
the same individuals.
The President will present both sides of the grievance to the Board of Directors. A copy of any Board
discussions will be sent to all involved parties. Under no circumstance will a Board member of the MEPI
Board act on or censure a member, training center, or school without the benefit of hearing both sides of the
grievance.
If resolution cannot be achieved within this framework provided by MEPI, parties may contact the South
Carolina Commission on Higher Education, 1122 Lady St., Ste. 220, Columbia, SC 29201 or the Georgia
Nonpublic Post Secondary Commission, 2082 East Exchange Place, Suite 203, Tucker, GA 30084-5305
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(https://gnpec.georgia.gov/). Forms for the appropriate procedures to lodge a grievance must be
requested from the agency or agencies contacted. Additionally, MACTE reviews complaints that relate to an
institution’s compliance with accreditation standards. MACTE is interested in the sustained quality and
continued improvement of Montessori teacher education programs, but does not intervene on behalf of
individuals or act as a court of appeal for individuals in matters of admission, appointment, promotion or
dismissal of faculty, staff or students. A copy of the appropriate accreditation standards and/or the MACTE
policy and procedure for submission of complaints is obtained by contacting the MACTE Office at 420 Park
Street, Charlottesville, VA, 22902 or by calling 1-434-202-7793.

Note: These procedures meet MEPI standards and procedures and MACTE essential standards.

Student Services and Referrals
MEPI and the Institute for Guided Studies do not guarantee employment, salary, and/or occupational
advance. However, Montessorians cooperate with each other to develop a global network, which includes
information about employment and advancement opportunities. Individuals who want assistance with
placement should contact their Program Director or the MEPI national office.
Program Directors are prepared to offer ongoing academic guidance as students complete their course of
study. They may offer recommendations for health and other needs from the community services available
in the areas through emergency and medical facilities, dental and mental health service providers, and local
resources such as libraries.
MEPI certificates are recognized across the United States and in many foreign countries.
Students or graduates may request transcripts from the IGS office by post or e-mail.
released only when financial obligations have been met.

Transcripts are

Persons with criminal records should be aware that certain convictions may preclude them from obtaining
employment in childcare and education fields.

Conclusion
All courses have been designed to assist individuals in becoming competent, qualified and dedicated
Montessori classroom directors and administrators. The entire course is directed to the unique needs,
interests and learning skills of a variety of individuals. In keeping with the Montessori philosophy, individuals
have the right to learn in their own way, at their own pace, with guidance or in commonly accepted group
situations.
The educational team is eager to learn from individuals taking the course. Program Directors seek student
opinions regarding which assignments are particularly helpful, interesting or valuable. Student responses
and evaluations will aid in keeping this course relevant, timely and practical. The learning, development and
progress of students involved in the educational process matter most to the educational directors of the
program. An additional interest of the educational staff is to facilitate Montessorians’ increasing influence in
the world. Children throughout the world deserve the “help to life” that Maria Montessori set forth.
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AN INVITATION
Come, share the authentic Montessori path…
in your own way… in your own time…
discover, through your experience,
a transforming educational process
capable of making a difference in the world…
be a part of that difference.
Sheryl Sweet Miller, Ph.D.
1987
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Leadership and Administration

Mary Helen Cline, CEO
Following graduation from Kenyon College in 1982, Mary Helen Cline
discovered the Montessori Method of education. She earned her Montessori
early childhood certificate from Montessori Institute of America (MIA) in 1985.
Since 1985 she has served as the Head of School for Montessori at Sandy Ford
in Newton, NC. Montessori at Sandy Ford serves children ages 3 to 14, with
focus on conservation efforts and the environment, a person's role in his or her
local and world community, and each individual's responsibility to
others. Mary Helen also leads by example by being an active participant in her
community. Her volunteer services have included Rape Crisis Center, Acoustic
Stage, Bas Bleu, ALFA, Newton Main Street Committee, the Catawba County
Department of Social Services Board of Directors, Lenoir Rhyne University
Visiting Writers Series, and United Arts Council of Catawba County. In 1995,
Mary Helen became a founding member of Montessori Educational Programs
International (MEPI). She serves on the Board of Directors and holds the
position of Education Director. Prior to the founding of MEPI, Mary Helen was
associated with Montessori Institute of America, and served on the Board as
Education Director. In 2008, she was appointed CEO of the Institute for Guided
Studies by Dr. Sheryl Sweet Miller. She was chosen to carry on the “IGS” way
of leading individuals through their Montessori journey.

803-425-6073 fax
12A Montessori Way
Camden, SC 29020
Visit us on the Web
www.igs-montessori.net

Teresa Noble, Education Director
Teresa Noble holds a Bachelor of Arts in Early Childhood Education and a
Master of Education in Special Education from the University of South
Carolina. Her Montessori Early Childhood credential was granted by
Montessori Education Programs, International. She is retired from the public
schools of South Carolina, with 28 years of service. She serves as Education
Director, Early Childhood Program Director, Instructor, and Supervisor for The
Institute for Guided Studies, headquartered in Camden, SC and is currently
serving on the Board of Directors of The Montessori Accreditation Council for
Teacher Education. She provides private consulting for Early Childhood and
Primary Montessori institutions.

Beth Langley, Executive Coordinator
Beth Langley has a BA from Columbia College, a MEPI credential at the Early
Childhood Level, is a Veriditas certified labyrinth facilitator, and has a love of
art—all things creative. Interest in the Montessori way began shortly after
college when she served as an assistant in a primary classroom for a year.
More than a decade later she returned and spent a dozen years at the
Montessori Learning Center/Montessori School of Camden, first in the toddler
environment, then in school administration. She began working for the
Institute for Guided Studies in 2007. Beth enjoys sharing her love of labyrinths
and has presented at various conferences in the US, Mexico, Canada, and
Croatia for Montessori teachers, gardeners, art educators, and labyrinth
enthusiasts. She has designed and installed over a dozen permanent
labyrinths. Installations include a Pelican shaped labyrinth in Bay Harbor
Islands, Florida; a Chartres-style medieval labyrinth at Christ Church Episcopal
School in Greenville, SC; “Wisdom of the Heart” at Little Heart Montessori
School in Zagreb, Croatia; and the Turtle Dreams Labyrinth at Gray Court –
Owings Elementary School in Gray Court, SC. She lives in Boykin, SC and finds
peace and contentment in country living.
Kristie Norwood, Director of Student Affairs
Kristie Norwood began her Montessori journey back in 2003 while serving as
a primary assistant at the Montessori School of Camden. Later, as a Toddler
classroom director at Palmetto Montessori of Ridgeway she fell in love with
this stage of childhood. After several years of homeschooling she began
working at the Institute for Guided Studies as an administrative assistant. She
now is Director of Student Affairs and joyfully assists in everything from filing
to scheduling workshops. She is a certified Laughter Yoga instructor and is
currently working towards her certification as a Labor and Postpartum Doula.
Infant and Toddler
Maria Varela, Program Director
Maria Varela is a native San Juan, Puerto Rico, now living in California. In
1994 she received a Bachelors Degree in Arts with a minor in Italian Language
from the University of Puerto Rico. She completed a Master’s degree in Early
Childhood in 2009, and is currently pursuing a Doctorate degree in Early
Childhood. Maria holds three Montessori credentials, at three different levels.
The first Montessori certification was completed in 1996, an American
Montessori Society-AMS in Early Childhood / Primary level, 3 to 6 years old.
The second certification was received in 2003 from Montessori Educational
Programs International-MEPI in Infants and Toddlers Program ages birth to 3
years old, a third one, in 2004 from MEPI as a Teacher Trainer to prepare
future Montessori teachers in the Infant and Toddler Programs ages birth to 3
years old.
She has many years of experience as a teacher in the Montessori Education,
eleven years in the Nueva Escuela Montessori in San Juan, Puerto Rico and

eight and a half years as a lead teacher of the Toddler and Primary programs
at the Palmetto Montessori School (SC),Head Teacher, two years at the Infant
Toddler level at Khalsa Montessori School and another two years at Casa Ninos
School of Montessori, both in Arizona, from 2010 until 2014. She has helped
prepare adult learners as program director and instructor for the Infant and
Toddler Teacher Preparation Program since 2004.
Sarah Forseth, Instructor
Sarah Forseth has guided both Infant and Toddler Montessori Environments
for over 12 years, partnering with families. Currently, in addition to working
with a family implementing Montessori in the home, Sarah serves as the Infant
Toddler Program Director for IGS and directs Children's Ministry at her church
in Columbia, SC. She holds a BA from USC and received her MEPI credential at
the Infant Toddler level in 2004. Sarah Forseth comes from a large family and
is very involved in her community and in her local church. Through her local
church she finds joy in working in Children’s Outreach Programs including
Sunday School, After School Programs and special projects. She is a very
creative person who enjoys writing, exercising, and scrap booking. Her talent
lies in knowing how to create a beautiful environment using grace, respect,
and a true understanding of the needs of the infants and toddlers. She has a
passion to help families realize the beauty in authentic relationships. Through
implementing parent-connection groups, consistent communication and
allowing time for understanding “to happen,” Sarah has witnessed as families
appreciate the “moment” and continue to follow this amazing path of
enhancing relationships.
Krista Schauss, Instructor
Krista has lived in Hilton Head Island, SC since 2001. She enrolled her son in
Sea Pines Montessori Academy that was right down the street from her home.
Of course she fell in love with the school and started her Montessori journey by
volunteering in the school. Volunteering lead to being a substitute teacher
then to an assistant teacher and finally leading a Toddler classroom. She
received her Infant/Toddler certification in 2006 with IGS and continued to be a
lead teacher in the Toddler Classroom. At the end of the school year in 2015
she decided to step away from teaching full time at the school as is currently
active with Institute for Guided Studies as a Infant/Toddler instructor and
program director in training. She stays connected to Sea Pines Montessori
Academy by substituting in the school.
Laura LeClair, Instructor
Laura is a Montessori instructor, educational consultant, and postpartum
doula. She also spent over two decades in classrooms, guiding children from
Birth through Kindergarten; she knew she wanted to work with young children
by the age of eight. She has a passion for tending to classrooms and the adults

that bring them to life, with a special interest in creating successful, inclusive
environments for children of all abilities.
Aja Debruyn, Program Director
Aja Debruyn-Staniszewski is a lifelong Montessorian. She attended AI
Montessori in Naples, Italy as a child and grew up in a Montessori community
steeped in history. She holds certifications in Infant and Toddler, Primary and
Lower Elementary. She is a certified pediatric cognitive behavioral therapist
and has experience working with special needs students and families. She is
the owner of Mountain Heights Montessori in Las Vegas Nevada and is active
in MPPI efforts for the state. She has taught adult learners as a trainer for
Montessori Teacher Education of Nevada as well as the Nevada Registry. She
has been a presenter for MEPI, SNAEYC and the IMC. She is the conference
chair for MEPI. She has acted as field consultant for CGMS and can be seen in
some of their infant and toddler training videos. She has a passion for
Montessori and shares it with her daughter, nephews and nieces whom all
attended Montessori schools. In her spare time, she is the Nevada Chapter
Leader for Free Mom Hugs and has acted as a chair and steering committee
member of the Human Rights Campaign.
Nanette Cenaruzabeitia, Instructor
Nanette has been involved in Montessori education for more than 30 years.
She earned a Montessori Education Certificate from Little Way Montessori in
1986, an Infant Toddlers and Twos teaching diploma from NAMC in 2007, and
an Infant and Toddler credential from MEPI in 2012. Nanette has worked in
various Montessori programs in Utah and has a love of mentoring the next
generation of Montessori guides. She was honored in 2011 by the Utah
Montessori Council and inducted into their Council of Elders. Nanette has been
with IGS since 2015.
Early Childhood
Teresa Noble, Program Director
Please see bio as Education Director

Karen Mangham, Program Director
Karen Mangham is a summa cum laude graduate of Mercer University,
Macon, Georgia, with a Bachelor's degree in elementary education and holds a
Masters degree in early childhood education from Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, TN. She taught in the public schools of Jackson and Macon,
GA for 7 1/2 years. In the Butts County School System, Karen was named
Teacher of the Year in Early Childhood for 1978.
Mrs. Mangham's first experience in Montessori education was in Nashville,
TN in 1977. Her first observation was a life changing experience that led her

into Montessori teaching and leadership. She completed her 3-6 year
Montessori Directress' training in 1986 and has her certificate from Montessori
Educational Programs International (MEPI). She was directress of the
Montessori program at Jonesco Academy in Jones County, GA, for two years
and became co-founder of St. Andrews Montessori School at St. Andrews
Presbyterian Church in 1986. Karen has been an adjunct educational instructor
at Wesleyan College in Macon, GA, and teacher-trainer, field supervisor,
seminar presenter and consultant for Montessori Educational Programs
International.
Ms. Mangham has been a Montessori teacher for over 30 years and brings a
wealth of experience and insight into the developmental needs of children. St.
Andrews Montessori School serves as an intern training site for the Institute for
Guided Studies (IGS), a Montessori teacher training institute where Mrs.
Mangham serves as program director for the state of Georgia. Karen has
served on the board of directors for Montessori Educational Programs
International (MEPI) She has been a teacher at St. Andrews since its founding
in 1986 and became the Directress in 1991.
Luanne Hendricks, Instructor
Luanne Hendricks has been teaching in the Laurens 55 School District for more
than 30 years. She earned her MEPI Early Childhood certificate in 1999. She is
a Primary Montessori Directress at Gray Court Owings Elementary and has
been a member of the IGS teacher training staff since 2010. Luanne has a
passion for building community and enjoys facilitating workshops on that topic
as well as many others.
Christine Lowry, Instructor
Christine Lowry, M.Ed. has founded and been the Head of School for two
Montessori schools; a lead teacher in early childhood classrooms; and a
consultant with a focus on policy and advocacy that impacts the Montessori
community. With a background in special education, her commitment to
classrooms of inclusion has given her a great deal of experience working with
students with a variety of needs in Montessori classrooms. She now shares her
knowledge at local, state, and national conferences. Christine is an instructor
for IGS, and works for AMS teacher preparation programs as well.
Christine earned her masters degree in special education at UNC-CH; an EC
Montessori credential from CMTE-NC; and has completed post graduate work
in special education and public policy at UNC-CH.
Renee Crane, Instructor
Renee Crane has been involved in the education field since 1988, having
completed her Montessori Early Childhood credential through Fort Valley State
College and her Montessori Administrative credential through Houston
Montessori. She received an Associate’s degree from Brewton Parker College

and a Bachelor's degree in Early Childhood Education from Georgia Southern
University.
Renee has twenty-three years of experience in public and private sectors and
has taught children from 2 ½ to 12 years of age in traditional and Montessori
environments. Her administrative experience includes curriculum director and
two head of school positions (Montessori) Schools for eleven years, and was
instrumental in both of these schools receiving prestigious accreditations. One
school received the National Association for the Education of Young Children
(NAEYC) accreditation and the other received the Florida Council of
Independent Schools (FCIS) accreditation. In addition to her position with IGS,
she also has served as an adjunct faculty member of the Institute for
Montessori Innovation at Westminster College and as Head of School at
Elizabeth Academy. Renee has a passion for non-profit organizations and has
served on a number of non-profit boards and accreditation teams.
Elementary
Mary Helen Cline, Program Director
Please see Bio as CEO
Beti Wyn Holcombe, Program Director Emeritus
Beti Wyn Holcombe grew up in Snowdonia, North Wales. She taught in
traditional Welsh and Canadian elementary and high schools for five years
before discovering the Montessori Method of education. She settled in the
United States of America and, in 1973, entered a Montessori classroom with
her young child, and proceeded to teach Montessori students from 18 months
to 15 years of age for the next 4 decades. Beti Wyn's Bachelor’s degree was in
Geography and her postgraduate Diploma in Educational Philosophy and its
Practical Applications was for elementary teaching with an emphasis on
science. She received her Primary Montessori certificate from the St. Nicholas
Training Program of London, England; her Elementary I and II certificates were
granted by MIA and MEPI. Beti Wyn has continued to attend undergraduate
level classes in Philosophy and Mathematics for many years because of her
love for learning. She has also pursued graduate courses in the Humanities.
Beti Wyn has conducted a Montessori Teacher Preparation Program for the
elementary levels I and II since 1989, in Kansas City, Utah, Missouri, Indiana
and South Carolina. The training programs, administered by the Institute for
Guided Studies, have been MACTE accredited since 1998. Beti Wyn's life goal is
to continue to find joy in learning and teaching while interacting with people of
all ages in the hope that she will be able to leave a legacy that will inspire
others to continue developing the authentic Montessori philosophy of
education. In semi-retirement, Beti Wyn and Randall continue to share their
love of learning in the fields of philosophy, science, literature and the arts.

Karen Kissell, Instructor
Karen Kissell is a consultant, teacher trainer, and speaker who has worked in
Montessori for 26 years as an educator and administrator. She holds a BFA
from the University of Dayton and a Master of Education from Xavier
University. After learning about Montessori while studying in England, Karen
went on to earn an AMS Early childhood teaching credential, and an MEPI 6-9
and 9-12 teaching credential. As the director of education and training for
various schools, Karen developed curriculum and training manuals. Twenty six
years in the education field have provided her with first-hand experience in
leading and managing rapidly growing schools both for profit and not for
profit. Karen currently is head of school of a developing Judaic Montessori
school. She is an active member in many professional Montessori organizations
such as MEPI, AMS, and IMC. She is also a board member for many Cincinnati
based Montessori schools.
Lena Hardaway, Instructor
Lena graduated from Davidson College in 1981, earning a liberal arts degree
majoring in Biology, with a focus in Botany. She has had a variety of work and
volunteer experiences over the years, but her passion is teaching. She came to
Montessori when seeking the best educational options for her children. Her
two younger sons, Jordan and Madison, have both experienced the valuable
lessons this method of learning has to offer.
She began working at Montessori at Sandy Ford (formerly Montessori
Children’s House of Newton, NC) as a parent volunteer and was inspired to
seek training and certification in teaching in the elementary classroom. She
took initial assistant’s training during the summer of 2002 and began
the official classroom training the following summer. She received her
Elementary I certification in 2005 and more recently completed Elementary II in
2016. Lena epitomizes the Montessori values of being a lifelong learner and
continues to grow and learn as a teacher at MSF with gratitude for the
opportunity to work with the children there, and to have Mary Helen Cline and
Kenyon Kelly for mentors and role models.
Maggie Hunter, Instructor
Maggie Hunter has a ABJ in advertising and a BSEd from the University of
Georgia. She became enthralled by the Montessori philosophy and method
while working as an assistant for Warren McPherson during a summer
semester break. She received her AMS Elementary I credential in 1994.
Maggie has been a directress in the elementary program at Athens Montessori
for 25 years, where she also directs the school choir. Multi-talented, Maggie is
a folk musician who produces "Just Folks", a folk format radio show, for NPR
affiliate WUGA in Athens, Georgia.

Adolescent
Melody Mosby, Program Director
Melody Mosby is Program Director and Instructor for the Adolescent course.
She holds the AMI elementary Advanced Diploma from the Washington
Montessori Institute in Washington, D.C., and the Secondary Montessori
Diploma (12-15) from Montessori Educational Programs International (MEPI).
She has served on the MEPI board for six years and was Chair of TEC. Melody
has 35 years invested in education, 25 of them in Montessori education. She
has written 3 books on Montessori Adolescent Education and along with her
husband, Chuck Mosby, has produced a video on the Adolescent in Montessori
learning environments. Melody is a teacher trainer, Montessori consultant,
and director of the Adolescent Program at Athens Montessori School.
Heather Mosby, Instructor
Heather Mosby holds the MEPI Secondary Montessori Teaching Certificate
from the Montessori Teacher Institute in Athens, Georgia and a B.A. degree in
Sociology. Heather is a seasoned Adolescent Montessori Practitioner and coDirects the Montessori Middle School Program in Athens.
Warren McPherson, Instructor
Warren McPherson is the Director of Athens Montessori School. He holds the
AMI Diploma from the Washington Institute in Washington, D.C. and a
Masters of Montessori Education from Kennesaw College. Warren has 40
years of Montessori teaching experience, 26 of them as the teaching director of
the School. He has served on the MEPI Board and IAME, and has been involved
in Montessori teacher training nationally and internationally. Warren will
serve as on-site coordinator and instructor for the Teacher Preparation Course.
Steve Scurry, Instructor
Steve Scurry holds a B.A. in Anthropology. Through a love of the natural
world and the history of particular places, Steve has led and presented
enrichment programs to schools and summer camps. After a cross-country tour
of Native American cultures and exploring the Oconee River Valley, Steve
became involved with a project to archive 18th century history. He joins our
Montessori Teacher Institute as adjunct faculty for the Montessori Adolescent
Teacher Preparation Course.

Emily Reinersten, Instructor
Emily Reinersten, a Florida native, completed her undergraduate studies at
the University of Florida. Following graduation, she moved to Georgia where
she worked as a curriculum coordinator in environmental education. In 2006,
she began her career at Athens Montessori School in Athens, GA, where she

assisted in the Adolescent program. In 2013, she received her AMI Elementary
credentials through the Montessori Institute of Atlanta, followed by graduate
studies at Loyola University Maryland. She currently teaches in the Upper
Elementary program and serves on the school's Board of Directors. In her free
time, she enjoys attending NASA and STEM workshops, keeping an eye out for
the next Star Wars premiere, traveling with her husband, or enjoying a good
sci-fi book while snuggled up with her cats.
Administrator
John Moncure, Program Director
John Moncure serves as Headmaster of the Montessori School of Camden, a
position he held previously from 1998 to 2004. He was born in Victoria, Texas,
attended The Citadel, and graduated from West Point in 1972. During his
military career he served in cavalry regiments in Germany and Texas, and held
teaching positions at West Point, Davidson College, the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte, and the French Cavalry School in Saumur, France. After his
retirement from the Army in 1997 with the rank of lieutenant colonel, John
joined the Montessori school in Camden and was an adjunct professor of
history at Coker College, South Carolina. He was also president of the Board of
Directors of Montessori Educational Programs International (MEPI) from 2000
to 2005, and served as a member of the boards of directors of First Steps of
Kershaw County, the Kershaw County Historical Society, and was a founding
member of the South Carolina Montessori Alliance (SCMA). In 2004 moved
abroad where he was Dean of the Apollo Institute of Health Sciences in
Hyderabad, India, Principal of Eton Academy, a bilingual Montessori school in
Beijing China, and Director of Operations of the Montessori Foundation and
the International Montessori Council. Upon his return to the United States and
the school, he was re-elected to the Board of MEPI and served as president
until 2015. He is also an On-Site Visitor for the Montessori Accreditation
Council for Teacher Education (MACTE). John has authored three books and
numerous articles, graduated from the U.S. Army Command and General Staff
College, and holds a Ph.D. in European history from Cornell University. He
resides in Camden, South Carolina.
Consulting, workshops, and other services
IGS offers consulting services for all-school evaluations, classroom set-up,
individualized mentoring, professional development, refresher courses,
community building programs, and other workshop topics relevant to the
Montessori communities we serve.

2021-2022 Program Fees for Infant Toddler, Early Childhood,
Elementary I and Elementary I-II
Paraprofessional and Preparatory Courses*
Tuition for Foundations and Preparatory Courses
(application fee not required)
Foundations Course (201) only
EC Methods Overview for entry into Elementary Programs (207)
Both Preparatory Courses for entry into Elementary Programs (201 & 207)

$
$
$

575.00
1,100.00
1,675.00

Tuition for certification programs, including albums, field supervisions and testing
Non-refundable Application Fee
Infant/Toddler Director (0-3)
Early Childhood Director (3-6)
Elementary I Director (6-9), with prior Early Child. Cert.
Elementary I Director (6-9), includes Preparatory Courses
Elementary Director (6-12), with prior Early Child. Cert.
Elementary Director (6-12), includes Preparatory Courses
Elementary II Director (9-12), with prior Elem. I Cert.
Administrator

$

100.00

$ 6,025.00
$ 6,250.00
$ 6,315.00
$ 7,990.00
$ 11,470.00
$ 13,145.00
$ 5,455.00
$ 3,750.00

Additional Expenses
Textbooks for IT, EC, and EL Programs (estimate)
Certification Fee
(payable to MEPI)
Teacher-Made Materials and supplies for preparing albums
Expenses for all field supervisions and testing
Extension fee if not completed within three years (must be approved)

$
$
$
$

300.00 – 450.00
175.00
75.00 – 100.00
varies
450.00

Extension fee includes MACTE and MEPI student fees that must be renewed after first three years.

Tutoring fee for make-up classes, if required due to student absence $ 25.00 per hour of
instruction
Additional 30 hours of workshops and seminars
varies
Internship sites must receive and maintain recognition by MEPI as a member school. Please
see www.mepiforum.org for more information regarding internship site/member schools.
Please note:
The $100 non-refundable application fee includes a one-year membership to MEPI. MEPI membership beyond the
first year is each student’s responsibility. Membership in MEPI must be maintained in order to apply for
certification.
Supplies which are necessary for making projects and other classroom materials are the students’ responsibility.
30 hours of workshops and seminars may include employer provided training, conferences, and other educational
opportunities available to the student such as local, regional, or national conferences. Costs related to these
hours are the responsibility of the students, although they may be subsidized by employers.
Student interns receive a minimum of three visits from qualified field supervisors, approved by the Program
Director. Interns are responsible for the miscellaneous costs associated with the visits. These costs include travel
and lodging. In situations where there is no supervising Director available, interns receive monthly visits. In
pioneering situations, when monthly visits pose an undue hardship, Program Directors may elect to mentor
students via monthly conference calls, virtual visits, videotaped supervisions, or other methods of communication.
Interns are responsible for the miscellaneous costs associated with all visits.
Please see tuition contracts for extended payment plans.
IGS makes every effort to keep costs to the student to a minimum; prices subject to change.
*Please see the information about fees for Montessori Teacher Institute(MTI) in the MTI application packet.

2021 Program Fees

2021 MONTESSORI PARAPROFESSIONAL
TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant___________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (if applicable)________________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:
Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Tuition, books and materials
$ 575.00
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 15 days prior to the first day of class.
Refund Policy: See page 23 of the course catalog downloaded from www.igs-montessori.net.
_____

I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless my financial obligations are current. I have read and
understand the Refund Policy.

_____

I agree that the training materials are the property of IGS, its students and graduates only, and may not be copied
by non-students or graduates.

_____

I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of education.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission
for my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that
may arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent ______________________________________________________ Date _______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted
below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the
training.
_____ I agree to pay _____________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted by _______________________Title_________________
Date___________ Date Received_______________ Payment Amount____________

Method of Payment: Cash_____ Check#___________

Money Order#_______________
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MONTESSORI INFANT TODDLER EDUCATION (0 - 3)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)

$

100.00

Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing billed separately)
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 24 months.
Payments are due on the 1st of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.

$ 6,025.00

Payment
Plan

Number
of
payments

Monthly
Payment

B-12

12
months
18
months
24
months

540.96

6,491.52

373.03

6,714.54

289.27

6,942.48

B-18
B-24

Total
Tuition,
inc. interest

(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing are billed separately)
Please initial on each line.

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-12 or 18 or 24 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core library books and the preparation of
my teaching manuals. I understand IGS cannot guarantee the availability of books and suggests that books
be ordered more than 30 days in advance.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
Page 1 of 2
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MONTESSORI INFANT TODDLER EDUCATION (0 - 3)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that I must document 30 hours of workshops and seminars in addition to the academic hours of
my program. Costs related to these hours are my responsibility.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $450 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS, MACTE, and MEPI.
_____ If interning under a supervising classroom director, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for three visits.
_____ If a supervising classroom director is not available, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for nine visits.
_____ I agree to pay for the expenses for travel (mileage and lodging) for my evaluators for testing and certification
fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand that the travel expenses for
evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address, including zip code ___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address, including zip code ___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________

I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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MONTESSORI EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3 – 6)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)

$ 100.00

Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing billed separately)
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 24 months.
Payments are due on the 1st of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.

$ 6,250.00

Payment
Plan

Number
of
payments

Monthly
Payment

B-12

12
months
18
months
24
months

561.16

6,733.92

386.96

6,965.28

300.08

7,201.92

B-18
B-24

Total
Tuition,
inc. interest

(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing are billed separately)
Please initial on each line.

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-12 or 18 or 24 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core library books and the preparation of
my teaching manuals. I understand IGS cannot guarantee the availability of books and suggests that books
be ordered more than 30 days in advance.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
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MONTESSORI EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3 – 6)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that I must document 30 hours of workshops and seminars in addition to the academic hours of
my program. Costs related to these hours are my responsibility.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $450 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS, MACTE, and MEPI.
_____ If interning under a supervising classroom director, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for three visits.
_____ If a supervising classroom director is not available, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for nine visits.
_____ I agree to pay for the expenses for travel (mileage and lodging) for my evaluators for testing and certification
fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand that the travel expenses for
evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address, including zip code ___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address, including zip code ___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________

I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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MONTESSORI EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3 – 6)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)

NC Programs only:
In full payments are collected
in two equal payments of
$3,125. The payments are due
prior to the beginning of the
first course and the fourth
course (201 and 204).

Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class. $ 6,250.00
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing billed separately)
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 24 months.
Payments are due on the 1st of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.

$ 100.00

Payment
Plan

Number
of
payments

Monthly
Payment

B-12

12
months
18
months
24
months

561.16

6,733.92

386.96

6,965.28

300.08

7,201.92

B-18
B-24

Total
Tuition,
inc. interest

(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing are billed separately)
Please initial on each line.

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-12 or 18 or 24 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core library books and the preparation of
my teaching manuals. I understand IGS cannot guarantee the availability of books and suggests that books
be ordered more than 30 days in advance.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
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MONTESSORI EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3 – 6)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that I must document 30 hours of workshops and seminars in addition to the academic hours of
my program. Costs related to these hours are my responsibility.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $450 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS, MACTE, and MEPI.
_____ If interning under a supervising classroom director, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for three visits.
_____ If a supervising classroom director is not available, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for nine visits.
_____ I agree to pay for the expenses for travel (mileage and lodging) for my evaluators for testing and certification
fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand that the travel expenses for
evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address, including zip code ___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address, including zip code ___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________

I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY I (6-9)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)

$

100.00

Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
Elementary I Only (with previous Montessori 3-6 certification)
$ 6,315.00
Elementary I (with 207)
$ 7,490.00
Elementary I (with Preparatory Courses – 201 & 207)
$ 7,990.00
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing billed separately)
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 24 months.
Payments are due on the
of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.

Payment
Plan

Please
circle
program

B-12

E-only
E-207

1st

Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing are billed separately)

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.

E-only
E-207
E-201 & 207

E201&207

B-18

12
months

E-only
E-207
E201&207

B-24

Number
of
payments

18
months

E-only
E-207
E201&207

24
months

Monthly
Payment

Total
Tuition,
inc. interest

567.00
672.50
717.39
390.99
463.74
494.70
303.20
359.61
383.62

6,804.00
8,070.00
8,608.68
7,037.82
8,347.32
8,904.60
7,276.80
8,630.64
9,206.88

Please initial on each line.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-12 or 18 or 24 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core library books and the preparation of
my teaching manuals. I understand IGS cannot guarantee the availability of books and suggests that books
be ordered more than 30 days in advance.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY I (6-9)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $450 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS, MACTE, and MEPI.
_____ If interning under a supervising classroom director, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for three visits.
_____ If a supervising classroom director is not available, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for nine visits.
_____ I agree to pay for the expenses for travel (mileage and lodging) for my evaluators for testing and certification
fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand that the travel expenses for
evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY I (6-9)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)
Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
Elementary I Only (with previous Montessori 3-6 certification)
$ 6,315.00
Elementary I (with Preparatory Courses – 201 & 207)
$ 7,990.00
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing billed separately)
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 24 months.
Payments are due on the 1st of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing are billed separately)

E-only
E-201 & 207

Payment
Plan

Please
circle
program

B-12

E-only
E201&207

B-18

12
months

E-only
E201&207

B-24

Number
of
payments

18
months

E-only
E201&207

24
months

NC Programs only:
In full payments are collected
in two equal payments. The
payments are due prior to the
beginning of the first course
and the fourth course (301 and
304) for Elementary I Only
($3,157.50 each) and for
Elementary I with Preparatory
Courses they are due prior to
the beginning of the first course
and the fifth course (201 and
303)($3,995.00).

$

100.00

Monthly
Payment

Total
Tuition,
inc. interest

567.00

6,804.00

717.39

8,608.68

390.99

7,037.82

494.70

8,904.60

303.20

7,276.80

383.62

9,206.88

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.
Please initial on each line.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-12 or 18 or 24 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core library books and the preparation of
my teaching manuals. I understand IGS cannot guarantee the availability of books and suggests that books
be ordered more than 30 days in advance.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY I (6-9)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $450 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS, MACTE, and MEPI.
_____ If interning under a supervising classroom director, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for three visits.
_____ If a supervising classroom director is not available, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for nine visits.
_____ I agree to pay for the expenses for travel (mileage and lodging) for my evaluators for testing and certification
fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand that the travel expenses for
evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY I (6-12)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)

$ 100.00

Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
_____ Elementary I-II Only (with previous Montessori 3-6 certification)
$ 11,470.00
_____ Elementary I-II (with 207)
$ 12,645.00
_____ Elementary I-II (with Preparatory Courses – 201 & 207)
$ 13,145.00
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing billed separately)
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 36 months.

Payment
Plan

Please
Circle
Program

B-24

EI-II only
EI-II, 207

1st

Payments are due on the
of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing are billed separately)

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.
Please initial on each line.

B-30

EI-II,
201&207
EI-II only
EI-II, 207

B-36

EI-II,
201&207
EI-II only
EI-II, 207
EI-II,
201&207

E I-II only
E-I-II, 207
EI-II, 201&207

Number
of
payments
24
months

30
months
36
months

Monthly
Payment

Total
Tuition, inc.
interest

550.70
607.12
631.12
455.34
501.98
521.83
392.01
432.17
449.26

13,216.80
14,570.88
15,146.88
13,660.20
15,059.40
15,654.90
14,112.36
15,558.12
16,173.36

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-24 or 30 or 36 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core library books and the preparation of
my teaching manuals. I understand IGS cannot guarantee the availability of books and suggests that books
be ordered more than 30 days in advance.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY I (6-9)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $450 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS, MACTE, and MEPI.
_____ If interning under a supervising classroom director, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for three visits.
_____ If a supervising classroom director is not available, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for nine visits.
_____ I agree to pay for the expenses for travel (mileage and lodging) for my evaluators for testing and certification
fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand that the travel expenses for
evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY II (9-12)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
ONLY offered to applicants holding recognized 6-9 Montessori certification

Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)

$

100.00

Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing billed separately)
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 24 months.
Payments are due on the 1st of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.

$5,455.00

Payment
Plan

Number
of
payments

Monthly
Payment

B-12

12
months
18
months
24
months

489.78

5,877.36

337.74

6,079.32

261.91

6,285.84

B-18
B-24

Total
Tuition,
inc. interest

(expenses for travel for field supervisions and testing are billed separately)
Please initial on each line.

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-12 or 18 or 24 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core library books and the preparation of
my teaching manuals. I understand IGS cannot guarantee the availability of books and suggests that books
be ordered more than 30 days in advance.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
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MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY II (9-12)
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
ONLY offered to applicants holding recognized 6-9 Montessori certification

_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $450 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS, MACTE, and MEPI.
_____ If interning under a supervising classroom director, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for three visits.
_____ If a supervising classroom director is not available, I understand that I or the individual signing below will be
responsible for expenses incurred by my field supervisors for travel (mileage and lodging) for nine visits.
_____ I agree to pay for the expenses for travel (mileage and lodging) for my evaluators for testing and certification
fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand that the travel expenses for
evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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M
T
I

Montessori
Teacher
Institute

3145 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
Tel: 706-549-8490
E-mail: amschool@earthlink.net

Montessori Teacher Institute of Athens
Adolescent Teacher Preparation Program (12-15 Years) Tuition Contract

Name of Applicant_______________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (where applicable)________________________________________
(For Office use only)
Beginning Date__________________________ Ending Date_____________________
Application Fee due with application
(Includes Registration Fee)
Two methods of payment are available:
A.
PAYMENT IN FULL
Tuition
B.

$100.00

$5,200.00

2 PAY OPTION
Tuition Balance: Upon acceptance the first tuition payment is due. Late
payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the installment due.
Payment dates:
First tuition Due on May 1, 2021
Second tuition Due on Sept. 1, 2021

$2,600.00
$2,600.00
$5,200.00

Textbooks and binders are not included in the tuition total.

________I have received a course catalog directly from IGS/MTI or as a download from
their website (www.igs-montessori.net).
________I have selected payment plan A____ or B____. I agree to make
payments due on or before the required dates. Payment is required in order for
the student to attend class.
______ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23.
I have read and understand the Refund Policy.
Page 1 of 2

________I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core
library books and the preparation of my teaching manuals.
________I understand that I and/or my sponsor will be responsible for a $350 fee
incurred by my field supervisors, and for mileage, food and lodging if outside of a
100 mile radius.
________I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in
MEPI is my responsibility and must be maintained in current status during my
entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a current membership
in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
________I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship
site. (Application and fee to MEPI required)
________I agree to pay a $175 certification fee to MEPI upon application for
certification. I understand that this certification fee is not included in my training
fee.
________I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an
additional expense.
________I understand that this training program is to prepare me as guide in an adolescent
Montessori classroom and not as a teacher educator. I will seek approval from my
program director and MEPI prior to attempting to train other adults in the
Montessori method of education.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail_______________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent (if applicable) Signature___________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail_______________________________________________________
Date____________________________________________________________________

Office Use Only:
Date received________________
Payment Amount_______________
Applicant/Contract Accepted By_______________________________________
Title_______________________________ Date__________________________
Method of Payment
Cash______________ Check#______________ Money Order#_____________
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR MONTESSORI ADMINISTRATOR
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application Fee due with application (Refundable only as explained on page 23 of the Course Catalog)

$

100.00

Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including course reading material.
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
Payments may be arranged for up to 24 months.

Payment
Plan

$ 3,750.00
Number
of
payments

Monthly
Payment

inc. interest

12
336.70
Payments are due on the
of each month beginning in June.
months
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
B-18
18
232.18
months
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
B-24
24
180.04
installment due.
months
(Expenses for travel for one on-site visit inside the continental US is included in the tuition.
Other locations may require additional expenses for travel.)
1st

Please initial on each line.

Total
Tuition,

B-12

4.040.40
4,179.24
4,320.96

Textbooks are not included in the tuition total.

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-12 or 18 or 24 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before
the required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the course reading materials are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to
another student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I have been advised that additional expenses will be incurred for the core texts.
_____ I understand I will need to complete an internship in a MEPI approved internship site.
(Application and fee to MEPI required)
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR MONTESSORI ADMINISTRATOR
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I understand that after my first year of enrollment at IGS, my membership in MEPI is my responsibility and
must be maintained in current status during my entire student/intern phase. Therefore, I agree to maintain a
current membership in MEPI as long as I am enrolled in the IGS training program.
_____ I understand that I will have up to three years to complete the academic work, internship requirements, and
undergo final written and oral evaluations. AFTER three years, if not complete, in order to continue as an
intern I must pay $300 extension fee that will renew my student status through IGS and MEPI.
_____ I agree to pay for the certification fee to MEPI (currently $175) upon application for certification. I understand
that the travel expenses for evaluation and the MEPI certification fee are not included in my training fee.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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Preparatory Courses for the Montessori Elementary Candidate
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Name of Applicant______________________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor (If applicable)_____________________________________________________
For Office Use Only:

Beginning Date_______________

Ending Date________________

Application fee not required when enrolling ONLY in the Preparatory Courses.
Two methods of payment are available:
A. PAYMENT IN FULL, including manual and texts
Tuition due upon acceptance, no later than 30 days prior to the first day of class.
B. Extended payment OPTION* See chart to the right.
including manuals, field supervisions, and testing
Payments may be arranged for up to 12 months.
Payments are due on the 1st of each month beginning in June.
*14% Interest charged to tuition total.
Late payments are subject to a finance charge of 5% of the
installment due.

$ 1,675.00

Payment
Plan

Number
of
payments

Monthly
Payment

B-6

6
months
9
months
12
months

290.67

1,744.82

197.13

1,774.17

150.39

1,804.68

B-9
B-12

Total
Tuition,
inc. interest

_____ I have received a course catalog directly from IGS or as a download from their website.
_____ I have reviewed the course catalog, including the refund policy found on page 23. I have read and understand
the Refund Policy.
_____ I understand that I will not be allowed entry into class until my application and all related paperwork is
complete and filed with the IGS office.
_____ I have selected payment plan A or B-6 or 9 or 12 (Please circle). I agree to make payments on or before the
required dates. I understand that I will not be admitted to class unless financial obligations are current.
_____ I understand that the teaching manuals are provided for my use only and cannot be sold or given to another
student enrolled in any Institute for Guided Studies (IGS) program. Exchanges or refunds for manuals will not
be made. Replacement manuals may be purchased only by IGS students or graduates.
_____ I agree that the training materials, including the teaching manual contents, are the property of the IGS, its
student and graduates only and may not be copied by non-students or graduates.
_____ I understand that a credit (if applicable) from a college or university is an additional expense.
_____ I agree to pay $25 per hour for additional tutoring (if required) to make up for student absence at a scheduled
class.
_____ I agree that during this course and its related activities I may be photographed, and that I give permission for
my photo, video, or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by IGS.
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Preparatory Courses for the Montessori Elementary Candidate
2021 TUITION CONTRACT and ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
_____ I will seek IGS and MEPI approval prior to attempting to train other adults in the Montessori method of
education.
_____ I accept financial responsibility for my training. I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may
arise during the course of the training. My sponsor, if applicable and noted below will accept financial
responsibility or partial financial responsibility.
_____ I understand that I must complete the required work satisfactorily and receive a letter of
recommendation from the Program Director in order to proceed with the Elementary training.
_____ I understand the tuition and other fees for the Elementary Program is not included in this contract.

Applicant Signature______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
Sponsoring Agent _______________________________________________________ Date_______________
Address___________________________________________________________________
Phone, Fax, E-Mail__________________________________________________________
I accept full or partial financial responsibility for the training of the above enrolled student as noted below.
_____ I agree to pay all fees listed and any additional fees that may arise during the course of the training.
_____ I agree to pay _________________________________________________________________________.
Sponsor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________________
The Institute for Guided Studies does not guarantee employment upon completion of this course, nor does the Institute guarantee
transfer of earned credit to another institution.
Office Use Only: Applicant/Contract Accepted By__________________________________________Title_______________________
Date__________________________ Date Received_______________
Payment Amount____________
Method of Payment: Cash________
Check#___________
Money Order#_______________
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Institute for Guided Studies
12A Montessori Way
Camden, SC 29020
803.425.6083
igscamden@bellsouth.net
APPLICATION FOR MONTESSORI TRAINING
Date: ______________________________

Location Requested: ____________________________

Please Check One: _____Infant-Toddler _____Early Childhood
_____Elementary I _____Elementary II _____ Elementary I & II
_____Adolescent

_____Administrator

Name and
Address______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Telephone
Number______________________________________________________________________
E-mail Address (Please print clearly)

_____________________________________________

Birthday ____/____/________ (Month/Day/Year)
Educational Background
High School Name and
Address______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
College/University Name and
Address______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Course of
Study________________________________________________________________________
Degree Earned_________________________________________________________________
Other Training
Programs_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Course of
Study________________________________________________________________________
Certificates
Earned_______________________________________________________________________
Please attach photocopies of diplomas, degrees, and certificates.
Please include a $100.00 application fee at time of application remittance.
Training Application 2017
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Institute for Guided Studies
12A Montessori Way
Camden, SC 29020
803.425.6083
igscamden@bellsouth.net
Employment Experience (List the three most recent experiences.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Name, Address and Telephone Number of Present Employment Site:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Length of
Service_______________________________________________________________________
Duties and Responsibilities at Present Employment Site:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Please list any training or classes related to Montessori education (include the dates of the classes) that
you have attended.

Please describe any personal experience with, or knowledge of, Montessori philosophy and education.

Training Application 2017
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Institute for Guided Studies
12A Montessori Way
Camden, SC 29020
803.425.6083
igscamden@bellsouth.net
Why did you choose to apply for this teacher preparation course?

If you are selected for participation, how do you plan to meet the major commitment of time, study and
work required to become a fully certified Montessori classroom director?

Briefly state your philosophy of education.

Please include the following items with this application: a current resume, a brief personal
sketch, four references (two personal and two professional), and a physician's health statement.
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Institute for Guided Studies
12A Montessori Way, Camden, SC 29020
803.425.6083 or 803.425.6073(fax) email igscamden@bellsouth.net
APPLICATION FOR MONTESSORI PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAINING (Course 201 Foundations only)
Date:______________________________

Location Requested:____________________________

Paraprofessional with interest at the marked levels:
 Toddler

 Early Childhood

 Elementary I

 Elementary II

 Adolescent

 Administrator

Name and Address, include zip code
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone
Numbers__________________________________________________________________________________
E-mail Address_____________________________________________________________________________
Birthday ___/___/_____ (month/day/year)
Educational Background Check highest level attained, and briefly describe your past educational experiences.
 High School

 Some College  Associate degree  Bachelor degree  Post Graduate

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Please attach photocopies of diplomas, degrees, and/or certificates.
Employment Experience
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Name, Address and Telephone Number of Present Employment Site:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Length of Service _____________ Duties and Responsibilities: _____________________________________
Please describe any personal experience with, or knowledge of, Montessori philosophy and education.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Why did you choose to apply for this teacher preparation course?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Describe any special learning needs or physical limitations you have. ____________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Training Application for Paraprofessionals

M
T
I

Montessori
Teacher
Institute

3145 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
Tel: 706-549-8490
E-mail: amschool@earthlink.net

Application Form
Name___________________________________________ Date___________________
Last
First
MI
Address__________________________________________________ Zip___________
S.S.Number_____________________ Date of Birth____________________________
Phone - Home (

)___________________Cell (

)___________________________

Education - Applicant must have a BA to qualify for certification.
College__________________________________ Degree________________________
Other___________________________________Certificate______________________
Montessori Credential____________________________________________________
Teaching Experience _______________________________ From_______ To_______
________________________________ From______ To_______
Previous Employment
_________________________________________ From__________ To____________
Name and address of Employment

_________________________________________ From__________ To____________
Name and address of Employment

Professional Affiliations ___________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Hobbies and Special Skills
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

All candidates must submit the following with this application:
1. A copy of your college transcript.
2. A short biographical sketch.
3. A statement explaining why you wish to become a Montessori teacher.
4. Three (3) Professional References
5. Medical Release Form
6. A check for the application fee of $100.00

Please mail completed application to:
MTI of Athens
3145 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, Georgia 30605

GNPEC Student Disclosure Form
Name of School:
Address of School:
1. Enrollment Agreement & Catalog
I have read and received a copy of the enrollment agreement, or equivalent document, and the school catalog. I
understand that the terms and conditions of these documents are not subject to amendment or modification by oral
agreements.
________ Student’s Initials
2. School Outcomes
I have read and received a copy of the school’s self-reported, unaudited retention, graduation, and placement rates
for the preceding year as well as the most recent Georgia licensure test results, if applicable, for the program I am
entering.
________ Student’s Initials
3. Employment
I understand that upon successful completion of my training program, this school will provide placement
assistance. However, I understand that the school does not guarantee any graduate a job. I have not been
guaranteed employment to earn a specific salary range upon graduation.
________ Student’s Initials
4. Refund Policy
I have reviewed the refund policy provided in the catalog and am aware that the institution attests to the fact that
this policy meets the Minimum Standards set forth by the Georgia Nonpublic Postsecondary Education
Commission.
________ Student’s Initials
5. Complaint Procedure
I have reviewed the complaint procedure provided in the catalog and am aware that, after exhausting the
institution’s procedure, I have the right to appeal the institution’s complaint determination to the Georgia
Nonpublic Postsecondary Education Commission.
________ Student’s Initials
6. Authorization and Accreditation Status
I understand that the institution in which I am enrolling has been issued a Certificate of Authorization by the
Georgia Nonpublic Postsecondary Education Commission. This status indicates that the institution has met the
Minimum Standards established by Georgia Code (§20-3-250.6). Although authorized, I understand that this
institution is not accredited by a U.S.-based accrediting association recognized by the United States Secretary of
Education; therefore, I am not eligible for Federal Student Aid. Additionally, as is the case with all postsecondary
institutions, both accredited and unaccredited, there is no guarantee that my credits will transfer to another
institution.
________ Student’s Initials
Student’s Signature: ___________________________________________________________Date:____________
School Representative’s Signature: _______________________________________________Date:____________
*Student must receive a copy of this form, and a copy must be kept in the student’s file.

October 2017

